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The advent of sensory and communication technologies enables the generation and 

consumption of large volumes of streaming data. Many of these data streams are geo-referenced. 

Existing spatio-temporal databases and data stream management systems are not capable of 

handling real time queries on spatial extents. In this thesis, we investigated several fundamental 

research issues toward building a data-type-based real time geospatial data stream management 

system. The thesis makes contributions in the following areas: geo-stream data models, 

aggregation, window-based nearest neighbor operators, and query optimization strategies. The 

proposed geo-stream data model is based on second-order logic and multi-typed algebra.  Both 

abstract and discrete data models are proposed and exemplified. I further propose two useful 

geo-stream operators, namely Region By and WNN, which abstract common aggregation and 

nearest neighbor queries as generalized data model constructs. Finally, I propose three query 

optimization algorithms based on spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal constraints of geo-

streams.   I show the effectiveness of the data model through many query examples. The 

effectiveness and the efficiency of the algorithms are validated through extensive experiments on 

both synthetic and real data sets. This work established the fundamental building blocks toward a 

full-fledged geo-stream database management system and has potential impact in many 

applications such as hazard weather alerting and monitoring, traffic analysis, and environmental 

modeling. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation

The past decade has witnessed the explosive growth of real-time data streams. The advent

of sensory and communication technologies is advancing the generation and consumption of

streaming data (many are geo-referenced) in our daily lives. Sensor networks are expected

to form a digital nervous system embedded in physical spaces and extend human beings

“tactile” sensations to almost every corner of the world. I list several geo-sensor networks

that produce large volumes of geospatial data streams.

• New-generation sensor networks with miniature sensors. The fast development of

micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) and nano technology enables the pro-

duction of miniature and intelligent sensors [42] with low cost. These coin-sized

sensors can be scattered around to self-organize into a network [104] through multi-

hop protocols and communicate with a gateway that incorporates long-haul com-

munication capacity. Various tasks can be performed by these sensor networks,

e.g., environmental monitoring and identifying toxic chemical spills.

• Weather service sensor networks. Meteorological sensor networks such as those

managed by the National Weather Service (NWS) [69, 78] are collecting meteoro-

logical observations across the country at progressively finer spatial and temporal

granularities. For example, created in 1890, the NWS Cooperative Observer Pro-

gram (COOP) is now collecting data from more than 11,000 volunteers [69]. NWS

also provides RSS and XML feeds of hourly observed current weather conditions

for about 1,800 locations across the United States [78]. Most cities and counties

also operate meteorological sensor networks.
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• Intelligent transportation systems (ITS). Many highway systems today are equipped

with traffic sensors such as loop detectors. The increasingly popular location-

enabled devices are also continuously producing large volumes of geo-streams. Traf-

fic and automobile sensors can assist in estimating travel time, calculating travel

speed and volume, detecting incidents, and reducing time required to initiate ef-

fective traffic management strategies.

In fact, many other kinds of geospatial data streams are available. Some sensors are static

and deployed at fixed locations. They monitor conditions such as wind speeds at those

fixed locations. However, they continuously emit streaming observations and collectively the

observations may re-construct moving phenomena, such as strong winds, whose spatial ex-

tents are streaming regions. Moving sensors, on the other hand, provide streaming locations

and may also emit streaming observations associated with their moving locations, such as

traveling speeds.

The success of the ongoing sensor technology revolution depends critically on the flexi-

bility, intuitivity and timeliness with which people can query, fuse, and make sense out of

the data provided collectively in real time by networked sensors. While stream databases

[7, 39, 19, 4] and sensor databases [49, 21, 6] have successfully adopted some and reinvented

the other salient features of traditional databases (e.g. query language and query process-

ing/optimization strategies) to fit the new scenarios, insufficient attention has been paid

to geospatial data streams that are produced by geo-referenced sensor networks monitoring

spatially and temporally continuous phenomena such as flooding and traffic jam. Neither

data stream management systems nor spatio-temporal databases/moving object databases

today provide the necessary support to answer many important spatially explicit queries on

geospatial data streams.

Queries on geospatial data streams often require the aggregation of isolated data points

to form phenomena, (e.g. forest fire), with spatio-temporal extent, (e.g. evolving region),
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and tracking the properties of the phenomena over time. However, most data stream man-

agement systems can only handle point locations naively and do not have adequate support

for evolving spatio-temporal extents. Traditional spatio-temporal databases [36, 34] on the

other hand are not designed for handling streaming applications. Sensor databases [49, 21, 6]

focus more on energy consumption and hiding the inherent heterogeneity and unreliability

of sensor networks. In summary, current systems are NOT capable of handling continuous

queries over geospatial data streams that involve general spatio-temporal extent.

The following motivating scenario further elucidates the need of a geospatial data stream

management system to integrate the above geo-streams and existing static infrastructure

dataset.

Example 1.1. Motivating scenario: flood damage analysis. During and after a flood, the

city hydrologic information center needs to continuously monitor and analyze the flooding

and its damage. Surface water data in the format of location,time,waterLevel can be obtained

by a variety of sensors, such as a network of submersible pressure transducers. A location is

considered flooded if it has a surface water level above a user-given threshold d. A flooding

zone is formed by elevation/aggregation of flooded point clusters into regions. A spatial

database is used to store the county and house information in two separate tables. I list

three queries that are challenging for current systems:

• Q1: Continuously return the areas(sizes) of the flooding regions.

• Q2: Continuously list the counties traversed by a flood in the past 2 days.

• Q3: Continuously list the phone numbers of all the houses within 3 miles of the

flooding water front.

• Q4: Continuously return the differences of the current flooding regions and the

flooding regions 2 days ago.
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I envision a Sensor Web 2.0 era where average users and organizations can feed their

sensor data, such as data from the hydrological sensor network a city manages, GPS trajec-

tories encoding traffic information, and temperature in one’s backyard, through standards

established for geospatial data streams that I term as geo-streams. A geo-stream refers to the

moving and changing geometry of an object that is continuously fed into a geo-spatial data

stream management system in real time. For example, the real time location of a moving

object is a point geo-stream and the evolving spatial extent of a hurricane monitored in real

time is a region geo-stream. In the remainder of this dissertation, I will use geo-stream and

geospatial data streams interchangeably to denote the same streaming data that are of main

interest to this research.

What is lacking today is a real-time geo-stream processing and monitoring system that

addresses the following key challenges: (1) unifies geo-streams and large volumes of static

infrastructure datasets (e.g., road networks) that have been accumulated over the years,

(2) allows spatially explicit monitoring queries, and (3) spits out results in real time even

in disastrous situations when data volumes are often high. Such a system can serve as

the backend of a future sensor web just as traditional databases did for many applications

including web applications.

In traditional database, different data models have been proposed to represent spa-

tial/temporal (such as point and line) and non-spatial data types (such as integer and charac-

ter strings). For example, to represent spatio-temporal objects and operations, many-typed

algebra has been developed to ensure the closure of the operations among data types. My

new proposed geo-stream database system not only supports the processing of geospatial

data streams, but also static spatial and historical spatio-temporal data. Therefore a unified

data type model representation is necessary to process both geo-streams and large volumes

of static infrastructure datasets that has been accumulated over the years. The challenge is

that the data types need to be generic to avoid cluttering, flexible and expressive to support

different types of geo-streams, succinct, representative with intuitive semantics, consistent
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with existing ones, and closed so that operators only result in known data types. The im-

plementations need to abstract generic functions of the data types, be kinetic and efficient,

and support typical operations.

Database work on supporting geo-sensor data focuses on point queries and range queries

(what is the reading of a given sensor or sensors in a given spatial region), supporting

proximity-based spatial joins (find two sensors within 3 meters’ distance and with readings

differing less than 10 for the past 2 hours), and aggregations (find the average temperature of

a given region). However, individual readings from geo-streams represent discrete sampling

points, whereas the phenomena that sensor networks monitor (e.g., temperature, fire, and

traffic jam) are often continuous. This impedance mismatch requires an efficient mechanism

to bridge. For example, with water levels monitored by many geo-reference sensors, currently

it is NOT possible to ask a stream management system to return regions with floods without

sophisticated programming. The main reason is that “flood” is a region detected by the fusion

of water level and location information from multiple sensors in spatial proximity and with

similar readings. The geo-stream database not only supports spatially explicit monitoring

queries for traditional point-based queries, but also for generic streaming spatial extents

(including lines and regions) abstracted from sensor observations. The challenge is that the

language needs to be generic and flexible to support generalized aggregation, with intuitive

semantics and efficient implementation.

Timeliness is one of the most important requirements of geo-stream database system.

Real time response is especially important in disastrous conditions when data volumes are

high. Query processing/optimization in such scenario is very challenging because: (1) mul-

tiple continuous queries may reside in the system; (2) query plans may involve complicated

geospatial operators; (3) data streams are by nature bursty and uncertain. Many query pro-

cessing strategies in traditional database cannot handle the above situation. In a data stream

management system, a query is first decomposed into an internal-tree-based representation

where each node represents an operator with a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) memory queue to
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hold active data. Typically pipelined execution fashion is used in which the output from one

operator is incrementally added to the input of the next operator in the pipeline. The gen-

eral framework still applies to geo-stream database system. However, the geo-stream system

incorporates more complicated streaming data types, which makes the accurate estimation

of the memory requirements and per unit computation costs much more complicated.

1.2. Key Research Issues

Toward building a data-type-based real time geospatial data stream management system,

this dissertation addresses the above challenges by investigating several key research issues.

Toward a Data-Type-based Geo-Stream 

Management System

Geo-Stream 

Data Models

Abstract Geo-Stream 

Data Models

(Chapter 3)

Discrete Geo-Stream Data 

Models

(Chapter 3)

Geo-Stream Operators

Region By Operator

(Chapter 4)

WNN Operator

(Chapter 4)

Operator-Level Query 

Optimization

Semantics-based and 

Incremental Optimization

(Chapter 5)

Temporal-Hashing-based 

Optimization

(Chapter 6)

System Prototyping and 

Evaluation

(Chapter 7)

Figure 1.1. Overview of Research

As illustrated in Figure 1.1, following data-type-based approach, I start with the de-

sign of basic abstract geo-stream data models. To ensure the closure of the system, many
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auxiliary data types and operators are also defined. I also provide discrete implementation

models of the data types and operators. Then I propose two novel geo-stream operators.

The first operator is a spatial aggregation operator called “Region By” that bridges the

gap between low-level point-based sensor observations and high level spatio-temporal phe-

nomena represented as regions. The second one is a window operator called “WNN” that

finds window-based nearest neighbor of a stream from a collection of stream or non-stream

data types. I further propose operator-level query optimization strategies for each operator,

including the semantics-based, incremental and temporal-hashing-based query optimization

methods. Finally I build a prototype system as an evaluation platform, which paves the way

toward a full-fledged real time geo-stream data management system.

1.2.1. Design of Geo-Stream Data Models

The first research issue discussed in this dissertation is the design and integration of

geo-stream data types with traditional non-streaming datasets. The proposed method is

data-type-based as opposed to tuple-based. Data-type-based model was proposed [27] to pro-

vide a uniform and complete representation of spatio-temporal data and traditional database

data. The basic model assumes that a database consists of a set of different types. Each

type is associated with a set of objects which have attributes and values from certain do-

mains. Spatio-temporal data types that describe geometries changing over time are defined

as mapping from time to space that are both in the basic model. In this abstract conceptual

model, data types are continuous and defined in terms of infinite sets. The data types in this

model are continuous and defined in terms of infinite sets. The definitions are conceptually

simple and semantically clear.

The only drawback of abstract model is that it cannot be directly implemented in the

real computer system. Therefore the paper [27] also proposes discrete models that are

approximate and finite descriptions of the infinite data types. Both levels of data types exist

so that the query operations can be conceptually elegant and practically usable at the same

time. Associated with data types, a collection of predicates and operators are also defined.
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Spatio-temporal query languages that have SQL-like syntax have also been developed to

embed the spatio-temporal data types and operations.

At the abstract level, I provide a systematic set of geo-stream data types and operators

on top of existing spatio-temporal data types and operations. More specifically, I keep the

original BASE, SPATIAL, TIME, RANGE and TEMPORAL data types, and propose two

new categories of data types, which are WINDOW types and STREAM types respectively.

At the executive level, I also provide the discrete implementation of the above geospatial

stream data types and operators. The unique properties of real time data streams require

a different implementation model from that of static data. In memory data structures are

desired to fit the one-pass model and achieve fast response. I therefore uses circular queue

(CQ) as the kinetic data structure to implement general stream data types. The CQs can

dynamically enlarge or shrink periodically.

1.2.2. Design of Geo-Stream Operators

The second research issue is the design of geo-stream operators. Apart from the generic

operators extended from non-streaming database systems, I also propose two novel operators

that are important for geo-stream operations.

The first one is the Region By aggregation operator that bridges the gap between discrete

point-based sensor observations and continuous spatio-temporal phenomena represented by

regions. The Region By operator elevates a set of streaming point locations into streaming

regions. This operator is potentially useful in the applications such as flood monitoring and

other geographic information science analysis tasks.

The second one is the WNN operator that finds the window-based nearest neighbor of a

point geo-stream from a collection of stream or historical data types. The WNN operator is

useful in the applications such as road network monitoring or location-based e-commerce.

In designing the geo-stream operators, the following two challenges will be addressed:

(1) The semantics of each operator needs to be clearly defined and consistent with existing

operators; (2) The implementation of the operators needs to be efficiently enough to support
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real time queries. The first challenge is tightly coupled with the design of abstract geo-stream

data models. The second challenge is related to the discrete implementations of geo-stream

data types.

1.2.3. Operator-level Query Optimization

The last research issue is continuous query optimization. Continuous query optimization

is an important topic in data stream processing. Many of the strategies in existing data

stream management systems, such as operator pipelining, load shedding etc., can be used

in my system. However, I cannot effectively cover every aspect of the query optimization

within the scope of this dissertation. I therefore limit my discussions to operator-level query

optimization only. I mainly focus on utilizing unique properties of spatio-temporal data

streams and investigate three optimization methods.

The naive query processing of Region By operator applies clustering algorithm (to ag-

gregate) and polygonization algorithm(to elevate) point observations at each time slice. The

resultant streaming regions can then participate in queries directly. However, both cluster-

ing and polygonization operations are computationally expensive, which limits the feasibility

of the approach in processing data streams. To ensure real time response time, I propose

adaptive query strategies based on semantics of the query for expensive Region By operator.

The second method is incremental optimization that can be combined with semantics-

based optimization to evaluate spatial predicates over a streaming window. Incremental

optimization allows the queries for a window to be answered incrementally without reevalu-

ation at every instant.

The third method is to optimize WNN operator based on spatial and/or temporal hash-

ing. The challenge is to minimize the cost of maintaining the hash index itself so that the

benefit of hashing can outweigh the overhead. For spatial hashing, I propose to use a grid-

based index to maintain the current spatial information of the data streams. At each time,

for a given query, I can find the influence region of the query from the hashing grid. Only
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data streams that fall into the influence regions need to be evaluated. This can save substan-

tial computational cost. However, the memory cost is not saved because the hashing grid

also takes up space. I further propose to investigate temporal hashing method that exploits

the physical limitations of streaming spatial objects in terms of traveling speeds. I hash the

ID of a stream into a future time slot where it may start to influence the results of a query.

Once hashed, they will be ignored (thus saves memory, especially for large objects such as

streaming regions) until the time associated with the slot that they hashed to arrives.

1.2.4. System Prototyping

Since I employ a data-type-based data model, I build my system over existing SECONDO

spatio-temporal database system. In SECONDO, data types and associated operators are

encapsulated as separate modular algebras, and implemented in the kernel to provide basic

query processing. On top of that is the optimizer that supports conjunctive query optimiza-

tion. The GUI at the top layer provides visualization functionalities.

My prototype mainly consists of three components: geo-stream algebra, a standalone

parser, and a web-based user interface. The geo-stream algebra implements my basic geospa-

tial streaming data types, operators and aggregate operators. The parser is tightly integrated

with front-end GUI and can interact with both geo-stream and non-stream algebras. The

GUI can accept SQL queries from the web form and pass the queries to the parser. The

streaming results returned are then dynamically visualized.

For evaluation purpose, I use both synthetic and real geospatial data stream data sets to

evaluate the system functionality and scalability.

1.3. Contributions

This Ph.D. research developed several important aspects toward building a full-fledged

real time geospatial data stream management system. The dissertation covers multiple

layers of the system, including the design of geo-stream algebra kernel, geo-stream operators,

continuous query optimization and prototype system. Specific contributions for each layer

are listed as follows.
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Abstract geo-stream data models. I provide two new geo-stream data types, i.e., WIN-

DOW and STREAM types, in addition to existing base, spatial and temporal data types.

I also define a systematic set of operations that work on both non-stream and stream data

types with unified semantics. The proposed data types and operations are the fundamen-

tal building blocks of geo-stream algebra kernel for the full-fledged geo-stream processing

system. Besides, the language embedding of the data types and operations are also covered.

Discrete geo-stream data models. I further provide the specifications of discrete geo-

stream data types and operations. They are implementation models and the guidelines for

data structures. I employ circular queue as the kinetic data structure to represent the pro-

posed geo-stream data types. The discrete implementation follows a time-slice based model.

Such implementation allows both memory- and computation-efficient query execution.

Region by aggregation operator. I define an aggregation operator to address the need

of converting sensor observations to high-level spatio-temporal phenomena, which is called

Region By. The operator abstracts the clustering and polygonization process to support

elevation of point geo-streams as streaming regions from the database level. It provides an

intuitive and powerful way to express the queries on geospatial extent of streaming sensor

observations.

WNN operator. I define the window-based operator to continuously find the nearest

neighbor of a point geo-stream over the window from a collection of stream or non-stream

data sets. The operator abstracts the distance computation and spatio-temporal search

process to support the novel window-based nearest neighbor queries from the database level.

Semantics-based query optimization. I propose adaptive query strategies based on se-

mantics of the query for expensive aggregation operator. The semantics-based optimization

is evaluated for Region By and each OpenGIS defined spatial relationship and spatial mea-

surement functions. The result shows that semantics-based query optimization can reduce

execution time by more than one order of magnitude when compared with baseline methods.
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Incremental optimization. I propose incremental optimization strategies for queries over

the streaming window. Incremental optimization can be used together with semantics-based

query optimization to incrementally evaluate the spatial predicate and avoid the reevaluation

at every time instant.

Temporal hashing based query optimization. I employ a novel temporal hashing method

to exploit the physical limitations of streaming spatial objects to achieve query optimization.

This optimization strategy is especially useful for WNN queries but also works for other

queries that join multiple streams. My results show that the strategy can reduce memory

consumption by a factor of up to 5 while reducing computational cost by half at the same

time.

1.4. Organization of This Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews related

work. Chapter 3 presents the design of fundamental geo-stream data types and operations.

Chapter 4 defines novel Region By aggregation operator and WNN operator for important

geo-stream operations. Chapter 5 and 6 proposes operator-level query optimization strate-

gies, including the semantics-based optimization, incremental optimization (Chapter 5) and

temporal hashing-based optimization methods (Chapter 6). Chapter 7 presents my prototype

implementation which paves the way toward building a full-fledged system. Finally Chapter

8 concludes the research achievement of this dissertation and discusses future directions.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, I review the related work in four categories and compare them with my

proposed geospatial data stream management system.

2.1. Data Stream Management Systems (DSMS)

In a data stream management system, data arrives in the form of concurrent and con-

tinuous data streams. Queries on these data streams are typically continuous monitoring

queries, involve both persistent relations and other time-varying streams, and emit stream-

ing data in real time as results. Data stream management systems have several significant

characteristics different from those of traditional transnational and decision support systems.

First, streams are generated in a regular, irregular, or bursty basis from many sources. A

large number of streams from multiple sources and a large volume of data emitted from each

source challenge traditional persistent relation and input/output reduction-based query pro-

cessing paradigms. Second, stream-based applications require real-time response from the

query processing system in order to trigger further actions despite a bursty and unpredicted

system load. Third, queries on data streams involve not only data streams but also tra-

ditional relations. This requires an integrated model on both relations and data streams.

Furthermore, queries on data streams are typically continuous queries, which require an in-

tuitive, and semantically simple and clear query language/interface to specify queries and

incorporate time window semantics.

2.1.1. Previous Systems

Traditional database management systems are inadequate in processing complicated

queries over continuous data streams. New processing paradigms and methods have been
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proposed and implemented in several streaming data management systems [77, 88, 43, 82,

71, 20, 11, 57, 52, 19, 23, 83, 7, 39, 4, 56, 92, 5, 51] to achieve common objectives.

The Alert system [77] is one of the earliest works to support continuous queries in a data-

base. It provides event-condition-action style triggers to convert conventional SQL database

into active tables. The Tapestry system [88] is a similar work, but does not depend on

triggers. The system accepts static user queries to a database of mail and bulletin board

messages, and converts the query into an incremental query that efficiently finds new matches

to the original query as new messages are added to the database. The system is applicable

to any append-only database for content-based filtering. To guarantee efficient evaluation

and append-only query results, a restricted subset of SQL was used as the query language.

The data models in Alert and Tapestry system are both append-based. The Tribeca sys-

tem in [82] focuses on network traffic analysis and provides a limited set of high level query

languages to query live network log feeds. The query language is data-flow oriented. The

Tangram stream query processing system [71] is another system for analysis of large stored

data.

The OpenCQ system [52] is a distributed event-driven continual query system. The sys-

tem continually monitors the arrival of the desired information and pushes it to the relevant

users as it meets the specified update thresholds. The evaluation of the trigger condition

happens only when a potentially interesting change occurs. It uses a query processing al-

gorithm based on incremental view maintenance. The Niagara system [20] is similar in

that it also supports continuous queries for monitoring Internet databases. However, unlike

OpenCQ system, it groups continuous queries for efficient evaluation. Within its framework,

blocking operators and rate-based optimization are also applied. The Aurora project [39]

is another data stream management system focused on monitoring applications. The core

of the Aurora system consists of a large network of triggers. Each trigger is a data-flow

graph with each node being one among seven built-in operators. For each stream monitor-

ing application using the Aurora system, an application administrator creates and adds one
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or more triggers into Aurora’s trigger network. The system also provides an interface to

allow users to connect operators to specify queries on data streams. The Borealis [4] project

further extends Aurora with a distributed streaming processing engine, which can deploy

the processing task in a dynamic network environment.

The Telegraph system [19] is based on an adaptive dataflow paradigm in which an exten-

sible set of composable dataflow modules or operators that produce and consume records are

used, and in which query processing is performed by routing tuples through query modules.

Punctuated streams [92] investigated ways to allow blocking operators (sort) in streams us-

ing user knowledge expressed as punctuations. Punctuations in a stream mark the end of

sub-streams allowing use to view an infinite stream as a mixture of finite streams. Three

types of invariants are defined to specify the proper behavior of operators in the presence of

punctuation.

The STREAM project [7] is one of the most comprehensive data stream management

systems that aim at integrating a data stream management system (DSMS) with a traditional

database management system (DBMS) in a coherent and consistent manner. It addresses

many challenges in data stream processing. The Nile system [5] Nile extends the query

processor engine of an object-relational database management system called Predator to

support data streams. Data stream is added as a special data type and stream query interface

is implemented through stream-scan and stream manager components. The DataCell stream

engine [51] builds a stream engine on top of a modern database kernel. It isolates the

necessary and sufficient mechanisms to support continuous query processing in a relational

database environment. Incoming tuples are stored into baskets (tables) and then carefully

queried and removed from these tables by multiple factories (queries/operators) waiting in

the system. The design allows a lightweight extension of SQL and eliminates the need to

reinvent a complete software stack.

There are also several industrial data streaming systems available. The Gigascope sys-

tem [23] is a stream database for network applications that incorporates traffic analysis,
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intrusion detection, router configuration analysis, network research, network monitoring,

and performance monitoring and debugging. The StreamBase [83] system is the commercial

version of the previously discussed Aurora system. Its event processing platform allows for

the rapid building of systems that analyze and act on real-time streaming data for instanta-

neous decision-making. Lately data stream processing engine starts to become an important

component of some relational database product, including Microsoft StreamInsight [59] and

Oracle Stream [96].

2.1.2. Query Language

To support streaming operators and predicates (such as window semantics), new query

languages are also designed along with some of the data stream processing systems. The

Chronicle data model (CDM) [43] defines chronicles, relations, and persistent views which

are equivalent to streams, traditional relations, and derived relations. CDM supports two

classes of operators based on relational algebra. The first class takes streams and traditional

relations as input and produces streams as output. The second class of operators takes a

stream as input and produces a derived relation as output. CDM does not support slid-

ing windows over streams. The queries used in Tapestry system [88] are expressed using

a restricted subset of SQL language. Support of sliding windows or any relation-to-stream

operators are not seen. In the Tribeca [82] query language a set of stream-to-stream oper-

ators is provided. The demux operator splits a single stream into an arbitrary number of

sub-streams, while the mux operator merge the sub-streams into a single result stream. The

notion of relation does not exist in Tribeca. The Aurora system [39] uses a procedural query

interface. All operators in Aurora are stream-to-stream, and Aurora does not explicitly sup-

port relations. GSQL is a SQL-like query language developed for Gigascope [23]. Similar to

query language in Aurora, GSQL is also a stream-only language, but relations can be created

and manipulated using user-defined functions. GSQL provides four primary operators for

processing streams, including selection, join, aggregation, and merge.
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The Condensative Stream Query Language(CSQL) [54] is proposed based a sequential

stream model. A condensative stream algebra is defined by extending an existing stream

algebra with a new frequency operator, to capture the condensative property. The algebra

enables the generation of efficient continuous query plans, and can be used to validate query

optimization. Following time-driven model, the Continuous Query Language (CQL) [8] is

a very expressive stream query language that supports both stream and relation. In this

model, the value of a window is computed at each timestamp by evaluating the history of

its input streams as of that timestamp. In CQL, mapping from relations to relations is

implemented using original SQL. New specifications are designed to map from streams to

relations, and to map from relations to streams. Within the language, three types of window

semantics are defined based on time, tuple or partition. The StreamCQL language used in

the StreamBase system [83] follows a tuple-driven model. An internal rank is assigned to

a tuple based on their arrival order to the system and ensures that all tuples are processed

as far as possible before another input tuple with a higher rank. The work [44] proposes

to unify the two models and capture ordering and simultaneity through partial orders on

batches of tuples. A new operator called SPREAD is proposed to encapsulate the batching

and the ordering.

2.1.3. Query Processing and Optimization

Many data stream management systems have addressed the core issues of streaming data

query processing and query optimization, such as operator scheduling [12, 18, 79], window

join based query optimization [10, 26], top-k query processing [24, 63, 45], adaptive query

processing [9, 14, 94], synopses sampling [32, 22, 3], and load shedding [13, 73, 87, 91].

Operator scheduling is a fundamental component in data stream management system. It

determines the operators to execute and the order of execution. It also decides the number of

tuples to process at each step. In STREAM system [12], a strategy called Chain scheduling is

used to minimize run-time memory usage for any collection of single stream queries involving

selections, projections, and foreign-key joins with stored relations. In Aurora system [18], a
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two-level scheduling approach is applied to address the execution of multiple simultaneous

queries. The first level decides which query to process according to QoS specifications. The

second level decides the order of the operators and produce scheduling plans. Aurora heavily

relies on batching to improve performance. The operator scheduler in [79] further proposes a

preemptive rate-based scheduling policy to handle the asynchronous nature of tuple arrival

and the heterogeneity in the query plan.

In the scenario of data stream processing, it is not feasible to compare every tuple in one

potentially infinite stream with all tuples in another also possibly infinite stream. Sliding-

window-based joins are often used to limit the memory usage of the join state. The paper

[10] provides a framework for static optimization of sliding window conjunctive queries over

infinite streams. The paper proposes a heuristic based dynamic programming optimizer to

approximate the best left deep tree for a tuple-based sliding window conjunctive query. The

“PWJoin” [26] exploits the constraints of sliding windows and punctuations to shrink the

runtime join state and propagate punctuations to benefit downstream operators. It utilizes

a special state data structure and follows an invalidation-probe-purge operation.

Top-k query is one important query type in conventional databases. However, most of

the processing methods cannot be applied to streaming scenario because they assume the

data are available before processing. Kyriakos’s paper [63] is the first work on monitoring

top-k queries over a recent sliding window. In this paper, the valid tuples are stored in the

memory using an indexed grid structure. Top-k computation is performed by visiting the

cells of the grid in descending maximum possible tuple score order, as determined by the

score with respect to the query of the upper-right corner of the cell. Query evaluation is

facilitated by a priority queue. Two strategies are proposed. The first strategy in the paper

computes the new answer of a query whenever some of the current top-k points expire. The

second method precomputes the future changes to achieve better running time at the cost

of space requirements. The methods restrict the queries to be fixed to avoid expensive top-k

recomputations.
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For a continuous query, the conditions of the stream and system may vary over time.

Therefore the query execution strategies need to be adaptive to address the change dynami-

cally. The operators are continuously reordered in a running query plan as it runs. To make

the reordering possible, join operations are pipelined. The optimization and execution phases

of query processing are merged so that each tuple can have a flexible ordering of the query

operators. In STREAM system, adaptive processing is achieved through an adaptive engine

called StreaMon [14]. StreaMon has three core components: the Executor runs the current

plan for each query; the Profiler collects and maintains statistics about current stream and

system conditions; and the Re-optimizer ensures that the current plans are the most efficient

for current conditions. StreaMon achieves adaptive memory minimization by detecting re-

laxed constraints automatically in input streams and exploiting these constraints. For join

operations, adaptive reordering and caching is performed trough pipelining and sub-result

cache respectively.

In summary, the research and application of data stream management systems have been

overwhelming and successful. However, almost all these systems treat each stream as the unit

of operation. Unlike my proposed system, aggregating points into high-level phenomena is

not considered. Furthermore, the query language of existing systems has very limited support

for geospatial data types, such as evolving regions, and operators that work on these types.

As a result, the query processing methods do not utilize the spatial properties of the stream

for optimization purpose.

2.2. Moving Object Databases

In the realm of spatial stream processing, most work focuses on processing continuous

queries over moving objects (mostly points). A large number of work addresses indexing

techniques for moving objects [95, 86, 84]. TPR-Tree [95] indexes the current and antici-

pated future positions of the moving objects based on R∗-tree. The probabilistic model [86]

estimates the number of disk accesses in answering a window query with a spatio-temporal

index. Then TPR∗-Tree is proposed to integrate insertion and deletion algorithms. Indexing
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of moving objects with non-linear motion patterns is proposed [84], in which each object com-

putes individually the function that accurately captures its movement. Server-level coarse

indexes and client-level refined indexes are combined to incorporate predictive queries over

non-linear motion patterns of the objects.

Query processing and optimization algorithms for continuous query [64, 68, 61, 60],

mainly range queries and nearest neighbor queries, have been proposed. The query proces-

sor [64] can monitor nearest neighbors for both count-based and time-based windows. The

SINA system [61] employs a shared execution paradigm to map spatial-temporal queries to a

spatial join between a set of moving objects and a set of moving queries. Incremental evalu-

ation is achieved through either positive or negative updates. Similarly, the SOLE algorithm

proposed in [60] store the continuous queries in a shared memory buffer. SOLE includes a

self-tuning approach based on load-shedding and can be implemented as a pipelined query

operator to work with traditional query operators. In SCUBA [68], moving micro-clusters are

utilized for pre-filtering in order to reduce unnecessary spatial joins and perform intelligent

load shedding.

My proposed work is different for the following reasons: (1) the data comes from static

geo-sensor networks monitoring spatially and temporally continuous phenomena, not from

moving objects; (2) moving object database is good at handling queries over current or near

future windows on point data, while the streaming regions and the associated operators are

ignored; (3) in moving object databases, queries typically originate from a moving object

and are mostly moving window queries or nearest neighbor queries. In my context, queries

do not come from moving object and join queries are common. As a result, some indexing

and query processing strategies designed for queries from moving points are difficult to be

applied directly. For example, the SCUBA system’s optimization strategy is not applicable

in my scenario because there are no individual queries within the micro-cluster; (4) most

indexing algorithms assume that positions of moving objects are continuously materialized

into disks in some way. I assume the recent geospatial data streams are memory resident
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as in SINA [61] (in-memory hash tables to incrementally evaluate) and SOLE [60] (uses

memory-based algorithms to perform online operations).

2.3. Spatio Temporal Databases

Since geospatial data streams incorporate both spatial and temporal information, it is

also related to the work of spatio-temporal databases. Various spatio-temporal data models

have been proposed. Conceptual models [90] based on Entity-Relation Model and Unified

Modeling Language(UML) [72] try to accommodate spatio-temporal information using ex-

isting models. Data type oriented model [27, 30, 35] focuses on viewing moving points and

moving regions as abstract data types. The data types in this model are continuous and

defined in terms of infinite sets. The implementation of such data types, on the other hand,

can be discrete. The separation allows a clear representation of general spatio-temporal

objects without losing the convenience in implementation. The paper [35] emphasizes three

properties of such data model, i.e., closure, simplicity, and expressiveness. A complete type

system is given, including data types, operators that work on these data types, as well as

language embedding. Constraint based data model [46], on the other hand, abstract spatio-

temporal objects as infinite collections of points satisfying first-order formula. This allows a

uniform representation of indefinite information.

Spatio-temporal query languages that have SQL-like syntax are also developed based on

above data models, such as STQL [28] and DEDALE [34] etc. Query Processing and opti-

mization in spatio-temporal databases require more than traditional access methods for pure

spatial data. A number of access methods have been proposed using various derivatives of R-

Tree, such as 3D R-Tree [89], 2+3 R-Tree [67], RST tree [76]. Query optimization is essential

in spatio-temporal database due to the large amount of data involved. Unfortunately, this

topic is relatively less explored so far except for a number of selectivity estimation methods

[2, 15].

The research on spatio-temporal database has derived some prototype systems, such

as Concert [74], SECONDO [36], Dedale [34] etc. The Concert system [74] consists of a
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database kernel and an object manager. The kernel provides storage management, low-level

transaction management, and predicate and projection evaluation on single collections as

basic query processing capability. The object manager, on the other hand, provides access

to collections of abstract objects and defines a query algebra. The interoperability is achieved

through customized wrappers. The Dedale system [34] is based on constrained data model.

It relies on a traditional database system to provide data storage, and builds query processor,

optimizer and GUI interfaces on top of the database. The SECONDO system [36] is one

of the most extensible open source spatio-temporal database systems. Based on data-type

oriented approach, it provides a generic system frame to fit various data models, including

relational, object-oriented, temporal, or XML models. The kernel of the SECONDO system

is extensible through algebra modules. The optimizer built on top of the kernel allows a SQL-

like language and some basic optimizations. The user interface is also extensible through

different viewer modules.

Spatio-temporal databases mainly deals with static data or past moving data, but are

not designed for real time streaming applications. However, since they provide fundamental

support of general spatial data types, it is feasible to build geospatial data stream manage-

ment systems on top of them, just as most DSMSs are built on top of traditional relational

database systems.

2.4. Sensor Databases

My work is further related to sensor databases because the geo-referenced sensors are

the sources of geospatial data streams. The feasibility of abstracting a sensor network as a

database has been documented and prototyped in pioneer sensor database systems, notably

Cougar [101] and TinyDB [55]. These systems have the same interface as desktop or server

databases through standard query languages, e.g. SQL. Worboys [97] et. al. proposes a

framework for detection of global high-level events based on discrete local sensor readings.

MauveDB [25] proposes using interpolation to bridge the discrete reading from geo-sensors
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with the continuous phenomena that a sensor network monitors to deal with the inherent

noisy and unreliable underlying sensor networks.

However, this line of research still follows the tuple-based model and lacks enough support

for real time spatial queries.
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CHAPTER 3

GEO-STREAM DATA MODELS

In this chapter, I leverage the work in data type based spatio-temporal databases and

propose new geospatial stream data types (STREAM and WINDOW), operations and their

abstract semantics to support geo-stream applications. New operations on STREAM data

types are defined and illustrated by embedding them into SQL. They provide the fundamental

building blocks of a full-fledged geospatial data stream processing system.

3.1. Introduction to Data-Type-based Models

The research achieved in this dissertation is based on existing research work in spatio-

temporal databases and streaming databases. To represent basic geo-stream data types, I

may take two different alternatives: (1) I can build on existing data stream management

systems (DSMS) and extend the stream definitions to geospatial domain; (2) I can also build

on existing spatio-temporal database systems and extend the static/historical data types to

streaming domain. The first approach requires not only the invention of new geospatial

streaming data model, but also non-streaming spatial data models as most DSMSs cannot

handle generic spatial extents. On the other hand, extending spatio-temporal systems allows

the reuse of base, spatial and temporal data types, but requires the invention of streaming

data models that applies to any of these existing data constructs.

In this dissertation, I take the second approach, and focus on data-type-based model in

particular. Data-type-based model is one important category of spatio-temporal database

approaches [30, 35, 36]. This approach focuses on designing spatio-temporal data types,

operations, and predicates and embedding them into a query language to support the storage

and query of spatio-temporal data. The design goal of this approach is to find a set of data

types and operations that are succinct, representative, consistent, and self-closed to support
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many applications in spatio-temporal domains. Spatial data types, e.g. points, lines, and

polygons, their abstract semantics, and their discrete implementations in a computer system

have been proposed. Spatial predicates and operations have been precisely defined. Together

with non-spatial data types, e.g. integer and string, spatial data types have been associated

with time and elevated into temporal data types. Spatial predicates and operations have

also been lifted. Spatio-temporal query languages that have SQL-like syntax have also been

developed to embed the spatio-temporal data types and operations.

The main advantage of data-type-based model is that it allows the abstraction of real

world data objects into abstract data models, which can be integrated into relational or

other DBMS models. It separates the definition of essential concepts and implementation

details through two level abstract model and discrete model. The abstract model defines

essential concepts in terms of infinite sets and continuous domain, but does not touch upon

the actual implementation of the data types. On the other hand, the discrete model focuses

on how to represent the data types in the finite computer space and discrete domain, which

are approximations of the abstract data models. Discrete model is the only model that can

be stored and manipulated by the computer system. However, both models are necessary.

If I solely rely on the implementation details of the discrete model, it is difficult to achieve

a conceptually clean design and an intuitive language embedding.

3.2. Terms and Notations

Before proceeding to the details of the proposed geo-stream data types and operations,

I list the terms and notations that will be used throughout the chapter in Table 3.1. The

terms already defined by data-type-based models [30, 35, 36] are indicated with the literature

where they first appeared.

Unless noted otherwise, I use common notations as listed in Table 3.2. Most of the

notations are consistent with what used in existing spatio-temporal database systems [30,

35, 36].
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Table 3.1. List of Basic Terms for Geo-Stream Data-Type-Based Models

Terms Description

Many-sorted Algebra [33] The theoretical foundation of data-type-based model. It is defined

on a collection of sets and functions between these sets.

Signature [33] Signature consists of a set of sorts (names for the types) and op-

erators (names of functions) in many-sorted algebra.

Carrier Set [33] The carrier set for a data type is all the possible values for this

type.

Function [33] Mappings between carrier sets.

Spatio-Temporal Data Types [35] Includes BASE, SPATIAL, TIME, RANGE and TEMPORAL

data types that are proposed to support non-real-time spatio-

temporal data models.

Streaming Data Types Includes WINDOW and STREAM data types that I propose to

support generic geospatial data streams.

3.3. Abstract Geo-Stream Model: Foundations for Representing and Querying Geo-Streams

3.3.1. Overview of Abstract Data Types

For representing spatio-temporal objects and operations, many-sorted/typed algebra has

been developed to ensure the closure of the operations among data types. Because it also sup-

ports both static spatial and historical spatio-temporal data, a geo-stream database system

should also support the basic data types available in these systems. The data types marked

by a ◦ at the end represent traditional data types in a non-streaming spatio-temporal data-

base system. My new data types are highlighted in yellow in the color print and marked by

a * at the end, as shown in Table 3.3 [40]1.

In this notation, the abstract semantics of each data type is defined by its carrier set

denoted by Aα where α is the data type. For example, the semantics of a point is represented

by Apoint ≡ {R2} ∪ {⊥} where ⊥ represents the undefined value and the semantics of points

is represented by Apoints ≡ {P ⊆ R2|P is finite}.

1Partially reproduced with permission granted by Springer.
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Table 3.2. List of Common Notations for Geo-Stream Data-Type-Based Models

Notation Meaning

α A BASE, RANGE, SPATIAL, or TEMPORAL data type in the geo-stream data model.

ω, ψ A WINDOW data type in the geo-stream data model. Please note that I use different symbols

to denote WINDOW and other data types only for writing convenience because they may be

present at the same streaming mapping function. In other cases, the notations for α also apply

to ω or ψ.

ξ A STREAM data type in the geo-stream data model. Please note that again I use different

symbols to denote STREAM data types only for writing convenience.

Aα The carrier set for a type α of the abstract model.

⊥ Undefined value.

Āα The carrier set of α without undefined value, i.e., Āα = Aα\{⊥}

Dα The carrier set for a type α of the discrete model.

D′
α The carrier set for a type α of the discrete model without undefined values, i.e., D′

α = Dα\{⊥}

or D′
α = Dα\{∅}

Tc The current system time/timestamp. Tc is updated continuously, i.e., Tc , Current System

Time.

s s > 0 is the constant time interval shifted back from current system time Tc.

Ts The time that is shifted back from current system time with a fixed duration s. Ts is updated

continuously, i.e., Ts , Tc − s.

T0 The initial system timestamp. T0 is a constant time instant.

Aα,Tc
The carrier set for a STREAM type α of the abstract model defined relative to Tc. The notation

can be abbreviated as Aα.

Aα,Ts
The carrier set for a STREAM type α of the abstract model defined relative to Ts.

streaming(α, ω)[ψ] The windowing/shifting operation on a stream type α of window ω. The windowing/shifting

operation is specified in ψ.

∼ The prefix to denote continuously updated (in-memory) discrete data types.

The detailed abstract semantics of BASE, SPATIAL, TIME, RANGE, and TEMPORAL

data types have been defined elsewhere [30, 35, 36]. Briefly, the line data type is defined
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Table 3.3. Signature of Abstract Data Types in Geo-Stream Data Models

→ BASE int, real, string, bool ◦

→ SPATIAL point, points, line, region ◦

→ TIME instant ◦

→ WINDOW now, unbounded, past, shift *

BASE ∪ TIME → RANGE range ◦

BASE ∪ SPATIAL → TEMPORAL intime, moving ◦

(BASE ∪ SPATIAL ∪ RANGE) × WINDOW → STREAM streaming *

as a collection of simple curves (intersection of curves yields a finite number of intersection

points). The region type is a collection of faces where a face is a set of points divided into

interior, boundary, and exterior parts. The instant type is used to represent time and is

isomorphic to the real numbers. RANGE is defined on BASE and TIME data types if a

total order exists. A range has a pair of starting and ending values and includes all the

values in between. The intime data type applied to a BASE or SPATIAL type α associates

a time stamp with α. The moving data type applied to a BASE or SPATIAL data type α is

a mapping from time to α. Please also note that all of the data types include an undefined

value represented by ⊥.

I assume that the abstract meaning of non-stream data types are properly defined and

will focus on the new types namely WINDOW and STREAM in this paper.

3.3.2. WINDOW Types

In a data type based approach, the moving observation windows of a data stream are

represented as data types. These data types can later be applied to BASE, SPATIAL,

and RANGE data types to construct new streaming data types. I first define the abstract

semantics of a WINDOW type that includes now, unbounded, past and shift.

At any time, the carrier of the type constructor now only has one value obtained from

the system. Let Tc denote the current system time(timestamp). Thus, Anow , Tc. I use now
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to refer to this value for simplicity. Please note that Tc is continuously updated, and the

value of now is therefore continuously updated as well.

At any time, an unbounded time window denotes the time interval starting from the

system initial time until now. Let T0 denote the initial system time(timestamp), I define

Aunbounded , [T0, Tc].

At any time, a past window specifies a time interval proceeding now and the semantics

is defined by: Apast , {X ⊆ Ainstant|∀x ∈ X(T0 < x ≤ Tc) ∧ ∀y ∈ Ainstant(x < y ≤ Tc ⇒ y ∈

X)}.

The now, unbounded and past window types are all defined relative to current system

time Tc. In practice it is useful to allow the window to be defined relative to a past time.

Therefore I further define a shift window type to abstract the semantics of “shifting” back

the time window. I use Ts = Tc−s (s > 0 is a constant shift) to denote the time shifted back

from Tc with a fixed duration s. A shift window relative to Ts is defined as Aα,Ts = Aα,Tc	 s,

where Aα,Tc is the window type defined relative to current time and can be abbreviated as

Aα, and 	 is the shifting operation. In other words, I replace Tc in the original window

definition with Ts and will get shift window.

For example, the shift now window relative to Ts is Anow,Ts , Tc − s. The shift unbound

window is Aunbounded,Ts , [T0, Ts], and the shift past window is defined as Apast,Ts , {X ⊆

Ainstant|∀x ∈ X(T0 < x ≤ Ts)∧∀y ∈ Ainstant(x < y ≤ Ts ⇒ y ∈ X)}. I denote a shift window

with a shift duration s from now as a s-shift window, such as s-shift now, s-shift unbounded,

s-shift past etc.

Please note that in my abstract data model, I assume the memory is unbounded and

therefore large enough to hold all the streams of recent window. In practice, the introducing

of shift window makes it possible to reach the memory limit when the shift interval s is

large. In such case the historical data are often stored in the disk instead of memory and can

be represented using TEMPORAL data types. This is the reason why I need to introduce
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discrete data model to handle the conversion between STREAM and TEMPORAL data

types, which will be covered later in this chapter.

3.3.3. STREAM Types

For a given BASE, SPATIAL, or RANGE type α and a WINDOW type ω, the type

constructor streaming yields a mapping: Astreaming(α,ω) , {f c|f c : Ainstant → Aα is a partial

function that is undefined for instants not in the window specified by ω and is continuously

updated over time as the window changes according to the semantics of window type ω}.

For the now window and the point data type, streaming(point,now) is a streaming pair

consisting of a point location and the current time. A new pair replaces the old pair con-

tinuously over time. Thus, Astreaming(point,now) , {f c|f c : Anow → Apoint where ∀t 6= Tc, f c is

undefined }.

For the unbounded window and the point data type, streaming(point,unbounded) is an ever

increasing mapping from any time instant in the past to some point in space. Specifically,

Astreaming(point,unbounded) , {f c|f c : Ainstant → Apoint where ∀t ∈ (Tc,∞), f c is undefined }.

For the past window and the point data type, streaming(point,past) is a “streaming”

mapping from any time instant in the time interval (Tc− i, Tc] to some point in space where

i is a time interval that can be optionally specified by the past data type. This is similar

to the array data type in a programming language where the size of the array can be either

specified at data type construction or left to the system. Let us assign the current system

time Tc to a constant C at some time once. After time δ, the mapping for the interval

(C − i, C − i + δ] becomes undefined and the mapping for (C,C + δ] is added (note that

C+ δ is the current value of Tc). Thus, Astreaming(point,past) , {f c|f c : Ainstant → Apoint where

∀t /∈ (Tc − i, Tc], f c is undefined where i is a time interval}.

The abstract definitions for other streaming data types, e.g. real or region, can be

defined in the similar manner. For STREAM data types generated from the shift window,

the definitions are similar except that Tc is replaced by Ts.
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I assume that if a relative time is not given, the default is relative to Ts. I also assume

that if a window is not provided in the type constructor, the default is the now window.

For all streaming types, I use the following naming convention: prefixing the BASIC or

SPATIAL type with an s to represent its streaming version, e.g. sint, sreal, sstring, sbool,

spoint, spoints, sline, srange and sregion.

3.3.4. Geo-stream Operations

Now the work boils down to the design of spatio-temporal operations and predicates

under the window and streaming semantics. The desired properties of the operations are:

meaningful so that they are useful, representative so that I do not have a cluttered predicate

set, and general so that they can be used for many applications. Operations on non-streaming

types have been defined in [30, 35, 36]. These operations include the ones that apply to non-

temporal types, such as predicates, set operations, aggregation, distance etc., and that apply

to temporal types, such as projection to domain and range etc. In this subsection I will focus

on almost every type of generic geo-stream related operations. The next chapter will cover

two special types of operators that are important for many geo-stream queries.

Windowing Operations on Streams. Streams can be formed from streams of different

windows. For example, from a stream of an unbounded window, a stream of now can be

formed. From a stream of now, a stream of the past 2 hours can also be formed although

initially the two-hour window is not complete. Thus, the operation windowing: stream-

ing(α, ω)×ψ → streaming(α, ψ) maps one stream of window ω to a stream of the same data

type α of another window ψ.

In principle multiple windowing operations can be used as a chain sequence to generate

different type of windows. For example, a stream of the past 2 hours can form a stream of

now, and then form a stream of the past 1 hour. However, such chain operations are not

always very useful in practice because the past 1 hour window can be directly generated from

the past 2 hours window. In general, I have the following chain windowing operation rules:

(3.1) (streaming(α, ω)× γ)× ψ → streaming(α, ψ)
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That is, the resultant stream of a chain windowing operation always has the window of the

last windowing operation. It is easy to notice that the domain of the the resultant stream

may change after a chain windowing operation. To be consistent with window operations

in general stream processing systems, I use the notion streaming(α, ω)[ψ]→ streaming(α, ψ)

to represent the windowing operation in the language embedding, such as streaming(α) [past

2 hours] etc (the default window now is omitted).

Shifting Operations on Streams. The windowing operation produces the window

types defined relative to current time. I also define a shifting operation that produces the

shift window types. I denote the shifting operation as 	. The operation shifting: stream-

ing(α, ω) 	 s → streaming(α, s-shifted ω) maps one stream of window ω w.r.t current time

Tc to a stream of the same data type α of shifted window s-shifted ω w.r.t. time Ts. For

example, from a stream of now, a stream of the 1-hour-shift now can be formed.

Multiple shifting operations can also be chained to create new shift window. For in-

stance, a stream of now can form a stream of 2-hour-shift now, and then form a stream of

3-hour-shift now. In general, I have the following chain shifting operation rules:

(3.2) (streaming(α, ω)	 s1)	 s2 → streaming(α, (s1+s2)-shift ω)

That is, the resultant stream of chain shifting operations always has the window shifted

back from the summation of two separate shifting operations.

I may also use the shifting operations together with windowing operations. In general,

I have the following order exchange rules:

(3.3) (streaming(α, ω)× ψ)	 s = (streaming(α, ω)	 s)× ψ

That is, I can exchange the orders of windowing and shifting operations. To be consistent

with the windowing operations, I use streaming(α, ω)[shift s]→ streaming(α, s-shift ω) to

denote the shifting operation.

Please note that in theory the shifting operation can happen in two directions. I only

discussed the case of shifting to past time. The shifting to future time may be useful in
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certain scenarios. However, shifting to future time is not always possible and may involve a

prediction model. Moreover, as shown later in the text, shifting operations are mostly useful

when joining two streams. In such scenario shifting to either time direction is symmetric. I

therefore left out the other direction of shifting operation to my future work.

Projection to Domain and Range. Operations that apply on TEMPORAL data

types and yield domain and range were provided in a spatio-temporal database. For ex-

ample, the domain function deftime: moving(α) → periods (periods is shorthand of the

range of time range(instant)) returns the time intervals in which a function is defined. The

rangvalues: moving(α)→ range(α) operation returns values assumed over time as a set of

intervals for a BASE type α in 1-D space. Other operations in this category include trajec-

tory which projects a moving object into lines in space and traversed which projects an

evolving region into space and aggregates all projected regions into a larger region.

The projection to domain and range for streaming data types and functions have similar

semantics except that the projection is continuously re-evaluated over the moving windows

and the result is of streaming data types.

For example, the semantics of projection of a streaming region with window unbounded

is to restrict the time to the window unbounded and apply the projection up-to now. This

process is continuously applied as the window moves over time. In 1-D space, the operation

rangevalues: streaming(α, ω)→ streaming(range(α), now) for a BASE type α and a WIN-

DOW type ω returns the values α assumed over streaming window ω for the current time

now. For 2-D space, streaming version of the operations such as trajectory and traversed

can be defined. For example, the streaming operation trajectory: streaming(α, ω) →

streaming(α+, now) aggregates/elevates a set of streaming points of window ω to a high

level object lines to represent a trajectory for the streaming window now. The semantics of

streams with shift window are similar.

I now show the semantics of the projection operations using an example. Suppose I are

tracking caribous by satellite radio collars and the satellite collars turn on for some hours
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every day. The locations of the caribous are streamed back and modeled as caribou(name:

string, location: spoint). Please be reminded that by default, the location of type spoint is of

now window. And applying windowing operation on location is represented by location[ψ]

where ψ is a new window. The operation deftime(caribou.location[unbounded]) (note:

now can be omitted since the default window of the location is now) returns the times

when the caribou is tracked and the result is updated continuously. The operation def-

time(caribou.location[now]) returns the current time if the caribou is tracked now and

⊥ otherwise. The operation trajectory(caribou.location[past 2 hours]) returns the tra-

jectories (represented by lines) of the locations of caribous projected to space in the past

two hours continuously.

Interaction with Points and Point Sets in Domain and Range Many queries

need to use operations that relate the function values to their time domain or range. For

TEMPORAL types, operations such as initial and final are useful to find the spatial extent

at starting and ending times. For streaming applications, the starting and ending time of

an event are difficult to determine. One solution is to ask users to explicitly associate each

object of a streaming spatio-temporal extent with an initialtime and finaltime. However,

these two attributes will not be part of the spatio-temporal or streaming data types and do

not participate in spatio-temporal or streaming operations.

The atinstant and atperiods operation for TEMPORAL data type returns the spatial

extent of the object for a given instant or a range of time. They are of intime data types

consisting of (instant, value) pairs. The value can be further extracted using val operation.

They may be useful for streaming data types if one wants to “intercept” the function values

of a streaming data type at a specific time or during a time period. The result will be a

constant data type, not a stream. To facilitate such operation, I define valat operation as

the combination of val and atinstant operation.

The present operation for a streaming data type α of window ω checks if the value of

α exists during the time interval specified by the moving time window and returns a sbool
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Operations Signature

atinstant streaming(α, ω)× instant→ intime(α)

atperiods streaming(α, ω)× periods→ moving(α)

valat streaming(α, ω)× instant→ α

present streaming(α, ω)→ streaming(bool, ω)

at streaming(α, ω)× α→ streaming(α, ω)

at streaming(α, ω)× range(α)→ streaming(α, ω)

passes streaming(α, ω)× β → streaming(bool, now)

Table 3.4. Interaction of Streaming Values with Values in Domain and Range

data type of the same window. The at operation restricts the streaming data type’s range to

specific values. When the value of ranges is out of the given range, the operation returns an

undefined value. For example, I can restrict the streaming real to the times when its values

is between 0 and 1. The operation passes checks if the streaming value ever assumed the

given values over the moving window. Table 3.3.4 summarizes the operations meaningful for

streaming data types.

For the sample table of caribou, if I want to track for once where the caribous are for

a given time t, I can use valat(caribou.location[now], t). Once the time has passed t,

this operation will not be useful anymore. The operation present(caribou.location[past

3 days]) tells continuously at what times in the past three days the caribous are tracked.

Let city(name: string, location: point) be a table storing the cities and their point locations.

The operation at(caribou.location[past 7 days][shift 1 day], city.location) returns

continuously the caribous who had passed a city in the past 7 days excluding the last day.

Lifting Operations to Streaming Operations For a spatial predicate or operation,

its streaming version can be defined by converting one or more of the participating data

types into its streaming version. The semantics of such a straightforward conversion will

need to be investigated. For example, the spatial predicate intersect with signature region
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× region → bool can be first lifted into three streaming versions of intersect (I will discuss

time shifted streaming operation shortly):

(i) streaming(region, ω) × region → streaming(bool, ω)

(ii) region × streaming(region, ω) → streaming(bool, ω)

(iii) streaming(region, ω) × streaming(region, ω) → streaming(bool, ω)

For intersect case (i), the predicate is to check if a streaming region intersects with a

static region for each possible time instant in the valid moving window specified by ω and will

produce a streaming sbool as the result for the same moving window. Please note that the

result is a streaming bool instead of a single TRUE or FALSE value. I further assume, when

all the values in the given window ω is TRUE, the value of the result is TRUE. Similarly,

the result is FALSE when all the values in the given window ω is FALSE. Otherwise, the

result is unknown and further operations such as at or duration will be needed if a TRUE

or FALSE is desired as the result which will be shown shortly using an example.

For intersect case (ii), since intersect is a symmetric predicate, the semantics will be

the same as that of case (i). For asymmetric operations and predicates, the semantics can be

inferred straightforwardly from the static versions of the predicates. For intersect case (iii),

it returns a streaming bool of window ω representing the intersect results of two streaming

regions of the same streaming window ω at each instant in the window. The lifting of other

spatial predicates can be defined in the similar manner.

In addition, since I allow the shift window data type, the intersect predicate can be

more expressive. For example, one may want to continuously see if the zones of high ozone

intersect with the zones of high ozone for the same time last year. A shift intersect can

be represented as: streaming(region, ω) × streaming(region, s-shift ω) → streaming(bool, ω)

where streaming(region, s-shift ω) represents a shifted evolving region in the past.

Now I give several examples to illustrate these streaming operations. Let hurricane(name:

string, extent: sregion) be a table of hurricanes with streaming spatial extent. Let county(name:

string, extent: region) be a table of counties. Then the following statement continuously
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emits the names of the counties that intersect with hurricane K any time during the past 2

hours:

SELECT c.name

FROM hurricane h, county c

WHERE duration(at(intersect(h.extent[past 2 hours], c.extent), TRUE)) <> 0

AND h.name = ’K’

Please note that the intersect operation returns a streaming bool type for the past two

hours and is continuously updated. The at operation returns the time intervals where the

value of intersect is TRUE. Then the duration (it is a shorthand for rangevalues of time)

returns the duration of the time when the intersect operation is true. If this duration is not

0, then the county name is returned as it intersects with hurricane K some time during the

past 2 hours.

Now let us look at the lifting of another spatial predicate intersection which returns the

intersection part of two regions. The following statement returns the county name together

with the intersection of the extent of the county and the current extent of the hurricane K

continuously for all counties that intersect with hurricane K:

SELECT c.name, intersection(h.extent[now], c.extent)

FROM hurricane h, county c

WHERE intersect(h.extent[now], c.extent) AND h.name = ’K’

For a streaming data type and a temporal data type, the spatial predicate is applied to a

pair of spatial extents from the two data types respectively with a time shift. For example,

let hurricaneA(name: string, extent: mregion) be the archived hurricane information for the

past years where mregion represents a moving region data type. The following statement is

used to retrieve the names of the hurricanes whose current spatial extent has at least 80%

overlap with a hurricane at the same time a year ago:

SELECT h.name

FROM hurricane h, hurricaneA ha
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WHERE area(intersection(h.extent[now], ha.extent, 1 year))

>80% * area(h.extent[now])

The operation between two streaming data types with a time shift can be illustrated by

the following example. Let heavyRain(name: string, extent: sregion) be a table representing

the heavy rain regions monitored in real time. Let flashFlood(name: string, extent: sregion)

be a table representing flash flood. Then I can use the following statement to find the flash

floods with heavy rain proceeding them two hours before:

SELECT ff.name

FROM flashFlood ff, heavyRain hr

WHERE intersect(ff.extent, hr.extent[shift 2 hours])

In the above statement, the intersect statement is applied between the extent of a flash

flood and the extent of a heavy rain two hours before.

3.3.5. Language Embedding of the STREAM Data Type

I have already seen several examples of language embedding of the STREAM data types

and operations into SQL. To summarize, the stream data type is typically associated with

an object. The object has static properties, e.g. name, and is modeled as a tuple in a table.

In the FROM clause of a SQL statement, a table with streaming attribute can participate.

The combination of stream operations among streaming attributes of the tables that result

in a boolean TRUE or FALSE (i.e., predicate) can appear in the WHERE clause. Objects

that satisfy all the predicates including the streaming predicates in the WHERE clause will

be returned as the results. All streaming operations and their combinations can appear in

the SELECT clause and the results are subject to the condition that the associated objects

satisfy the predicates in the WHERE clause. The following statements summarize this

paragraph.

SELECT STREAM attribute(s) [,non-STREAM attribute(s)] [,Aggregate Function(s)] ...

FROM Table(s) with STREAM attribute(s) [,non-STREAM Table(s)] ...

WHERE STREAM predicate(s) [,non-STREAM predicate(s)] ...
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[GROUP BY ...] [ORDER BY ...]

I now show the language embedding using several query examples.

Example 3.1. (Illustration of Language Embedding). Hazard weather warnings and watches

such as flood watches and tornado warnings are continuously produced by National Weather

Services and posted to its website using text messages as well as visual graphs to represent

the spatial extents of the warnings. Assuming that the following tables are supplied:

forestFire(firename: string, evaArea: sregion)

flood(floodname: string, extent: sregion)

house(owner: string, location: point)

road(roadname: string, extent: line)

The forestFire and flood geo-streams can be combined with static spatial databases house

and road to answer the following queries:

Q1: Notify me when my house is within 50 miles of the mandatory evacuation area of

a forest fire.

Q2: Continuously list the addresses of all the houses traversed by flood in the past 2

days in Denton county.

Q3: Continuously list road segments that have been completely under flood-water for

the past 24 hours.

The first query (Q1) regarding houses currently in the mandatory evacuation area of a

forest fire may be answered with the following statement:

SELECT h.address

FROM house h, forestFire ff

WHERE distance(h.location,ff.evaArea [now])<50;

The second query (Q2) regarding houses traversed by a flood in the past 2 days may be

answered with the following statement:

SELECT h.address

FROM house h, flood f
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WHERE inside(h.location,traversed(f.extent [past 2 days]))

The third query (Q3) regarding roads immersed in flood for more than the past 24 hours

may be answered by:

SELECT r.name

FROM road r, flood f

WHERE inside(r.extent,f.extent [past 1 day])

3.3.6. Summary of the Section

In this section, I proposed new data types and operations to support geo-streaming

applications. I discussed their semantics and their embedding into a database language such

as SQL. They provide the foundations to represent and querying geo-streams. The abstract

model does not specify how the data types and operations are implemented, which are

discussed in the next section using discrete data models. The general guideline is to provide

both memory and computational efficient data structure to facilitate query optimization.

3.4. Discrete Geo-Stream Model: Data Structures for Geo-Streams

3.4.1. Overview of Discrete Data Types

Table 3.5 lists the signatures that describe the discrete data types in the geo-stream data

model. Similar as Table 3.3, the data types marked by a ◦ at the end represent discrete

data types in a non-streaming spatio-temporal database system. My new data types are

highlighted in yellow in the color print and marked by a * at the end.

The discrete models for spatio-temporal database systems have been discussed in [30]. In

general, the discrete data models can be considered as an approximation of their counterparts

in abstract data models. Some of the simple models such as BASE types have straightfor-

ward representations, while others such as TEMPORAL and STREAM data types are more

complicated and require careful design. It is possible to implement these discrete data types

using different approximation methods and data structures. The general guideline is to have

a type system that is consistent, closed, and efficient.
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Table 3.5. Signature of Discrete Data Types in Geo-Stream Data Models

→ BASE int, real, string, bool ◦

→ SPATIAL point, points, line, region ◦

→ TIME instant ◦

→ WINDOW now, unbounded, past, shift *

WINDOW → RANGE twindow *

BASE ∪ TIME → RANGE range ◦

BASE ∪ SPATIAL → TEMPORAL intime ◦

BASE ∪ SPATIAL → UNIT const ◦

→ UNIT ureal, upoint ◦

upoints, uline, uregion ◦

UNIT → MAPPING mapping ◦

(BASE ∪ SPATIAL ∪ RANGE) × WINDOW → TUNIT tconst, treal,tpoint *

tpoints, tline, tregion *

TUNIT → MAPPING tmapping ∗

UNIT → TUNIT input *

TUNIT → UNIT output *

Briefly, the BASE data types, such as int, real, string etc. can be implemented using

their corresponding types in the programming language. Their carrier set can be defined

using these programming language types with undefined value, e.g, the carrier set of the

discrete data type real is defined as Dreal , real ∪{⊥}. The TIME data type instant can be

defined using the real as well. The spatial data types are defined in the 2D Euclidean space.

The point type can be represented using a pair of coordinates, i.e., Dpoint , Point ∪{⊥},

where Point=real×real. A value of type points is a set of points. A line is a set of line

segments which can be represented as a set of Point pairs. A region value is essentially a set

of disjoint faces. The range type is represented using finite sets of intervals. Each interval

is expressed using a starting and an ending point with flags to indicate left-closeness and/or

right-closeness.
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The TEMPORAL type is more complicated and the approach taken by [30] is the sliced

representation. Each slice is denoted as a temporal unit, which is represented by a time

interval for which the data type can be expressed using a simple function. For each temporal

data model, any two time intervals must be disjoint. If the two intervals are adjacent,

the simple function must be different. This ensures a unique and minimal design. For

example, the temporal units for most of BASE types (such as int, string, bool) can use a

const function as the change of value can happen at discrete steps. The real type is described

by a polynomial of degree of not more than two or a square root of such a polynomial. Such

choices are made for easy implementation.

The temporal units for spatial type are achieved through linear approximations. Specif-

ically, the Moving Point/Points are defined using set of MPoint which assumes the point(s)

move(s) linearly within any temporal units. The Moving Lines are defined using MSeg which

are set of line segments. Each segment maintains its own direction across different slices.

Such constraint allows the expressive power without complicating the implementation. The-

oretically such representation can still achieve arbitrary precision by reducing the duration

of each interval. Similarly, the Moving Regions are defined using MFace and MCycle. The

linear approximation constraints for any moving spatial types are applied only to open inter-

vals, while the behavior at starting and ending time instant may collapse. This ensures the

“discontinuities” only happen at limited instants. More formal definitions and explanations

can be found in [30].

3.4.2. Definition of Discrete WINDOW and STREAM data types

I follow the same notations used in [30] to define discrete WINDOW and STREAM data

types in my geo-stream database system.

WINDOW Data Types. The WINDOW data types are time intervals (instants) in

practice. At any time, the interval can be expressed as a constant:

(3.4) CInterval(Ti, Tj) = [Ti, Tj], Ti, Tj ∈ instant, T0 ≤ Ti ≤ Tj ≤ Tc
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This constant interval definition consolidates all proposed WINDOW types. When Ti ≡ T0

and Tj = Tc, the interval represents the unbounded window. When Ti = Tj = Tc, the interval

represents the now window and when 0 ≤ Ti < Tc and Tj = Tc, I have the past window.

When 0 ≤ Tj = Tc − s, s > 0, I get the s-shift window for unbounded, now and past window

types.

Please note that the WINDOW interval is not the smallest unit to represent a STREAM

data type because the behavior of a STREAM could vary within one recent WINDOW. To

support the representation of discrete STREAM types later, I split the constant interval of

a window into a set of smaller intervals. The interval sets become a special type of RANGE

type that any instant in original constant interval still belongs to one of the new intervals in

the set. In other words, there is no gap in the interval sets. Let ω be the WINDOW type,

any set of intervals over ω (regardless whether they overlap or not) can be defined by

Interval(ω) ={(s, e, lc, rc)|s, e ∈ ω, lc, rc ∈ bool,(3.5)

(s = e)⇒ (lc = rc = true)}.

The representation of finite sets of intervals that form ω and do not overlap can therefore be

defined as

IntervalSet(ω) ={V ⊆ Interval(ω)|(u, v ∈ ω ∧ u 6= v)⇒ disjoint(u, v)(3.6)

∧ ∀t ∈ CInterval(Ti, Tj),∃ one & only one u ∈ ω, so that t ∈ u}

I can now define the carrier set of discrete WINDOW types as:

(3.7) D′ω = IntervalSet(ω) ∀ω ∈ WINDOW

In Equation 3.7, D′ω = Dω\{⊥}.

Please also note that the current system time Tc is continuously updated, therefore the

actual WINDOW types are also continuously updated intervals. I introduce the non-constant

twindow type constructor which is basically a set of time intervals (range) that is continuously

updated. Let Tc denote current system time, T0 denote the constant of initial system time.
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At any time, a transient window twindow denotes a time interval set relative to a past or

current time. When Tc updates, the new set of intervals will replace the old ones. To

differentiate this type of intervals with regular static set of intervals, I prefix the interval set

type with a ∼. The discrete twindow type is therefore defined as:

(3.8) Dtwindow(ω) =∼ (D′ω) ∀ω ∈ WINDOW

STREAM Data Types. The STREAM data types are produced by the production

of BASE or SPATIAL types and WINDOW types. At any given time instant, a WINDOW

type becomes a set of intervals(instants). The STREAM type for the interval set is not much

different from the TEMPORAL data types, except that typically the STREAM resides in

memory and TEMPORAL types resides in disk. I may follow the Temporal UNIT model

to represent the STREAM at one interval. That is, a sliced representation can be used

to represent the STREAM type of any interval for the recent WINDOW. Since WINDOW

is updated continuously, each time a new set of sliced representations will replace the old

ones when WINDOW is updated. I call such model a Constant Update Model, or CU.

CU is easy to implement, but not very efficient. On the other hand, I notice that when

WINDOW type is updated, new interval set may overlap old interval set depending on

update frequency. Therefore at least part of the UNIT representations remains the same.

Furthermore, according to the definition of UNIT type, the same simple function should

be used to represent future time intervals as long as the behavior of the data type does

not change. In other words, I only need to create new sliced representations when changes

happen at UNIT level (either the deletion of an old UNIT function or insertion of a new

UNIT function). I call such model a Change-based Update Model, or ChU. ChU model

requires the tracking of status of stream across multiple WINDOW updates, but is not

significantly more complicated by itself than CU in terms of implementation. ChU is much

more efficient and can be considered as the generalization of CU. I follow the ChU model

in this dissertation.
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To differentiate the UNIT used for STREAM and TEMPORAL types, I use TUNIT to

denote the transient (in memory) representation of the STREAM data types. Let S be a

set, the transient unit is defined by

(3.9) TUnit(S) = Interval × S ∀ Interval ∈ IntervalSet(ω)

That is, a Transient Unit is an (in-memory) unit that consists of an interval and a simple

function to describe the behavior of the data type for that interval. The interval is contained

in the interval set of the current WINDOW ω.

Please note that the semantics of TUNIT is not different from UNIT. For example, I

introduce tconst to produce transient unit for most BASE STREAM types, such as sint

and sbool, which change only at discrete steps. The treal constructor can use a polynomial

of degree not more than two or a square root of the polynomial to represent the unit of

sreal. STREAM spatial types are approximated using linear approximation as well. I may

also define a generic function ι on transient units that evaluates the unit function at a given

instant. Both definitions are omitted because of the resemblance to the UNIT and ι definition

in [30].

Let

TMapping(S) ={U ⊆ TUnit(S)|∀(i, v) ∈ U,∀(i1, v1) ∈ U,∀(i2, v2) ∈ U :(3.10)

(i) i ⊆ IntervalSet(ω),

(ii) ∀t ∈ CInterval(ω),∃ one & only one (i, v) ∈ U so that t ∈ i,

(iii) i1 = i2 ⇒ v1 = v2

(iv) i1 6= i2 ⇒ (disjoint(i1, i2) ∧ (adjacent(i1, i2)⇒ v1 6= v2))}.

I can further define the tmapping constructor that allows one to build sets of transient

units with similar constraints in TEMPORAL data types. It is defined for any type α ∈

TUNIT as:

(3.11) Dtmapping(α) =∼ TMapping(Dα) ∀α ∈ TUNIT
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The main difference between the tmapping and mapping constructor lies in that the STREAM

is continuously evaluated and get updated if the TUNIT function changes. I prefix TMapping

with a ∼ to indicate this property. Please also note that the update frequency is not present

in my design of data types because it is a property of stream data sources, and may be out

of control of a geo-stream database.

Conversion between TUNIT and UNIT types. In the abstract geo-stream data

model, I assume a infinite set for all the data types. I also assume the memory is unbounded

so that all the recent WINDOW of a STREAM type can reside in memory. However, in

practice the memory is bounded. The introducing of shift window also requires the evaluating

historical stream data. On the other hand, the TEMPORAL data types are suitable to

represent the historical data residing in disk. Naturally the conversion between STREAM

and TEMPORAL data types may be introduced. Besides, I have seen the Windowing

and Shifting operations to produce new STREAM from existing STREAM types. The

conversion between STREAM and TEMPORAL data types ensures the closeness of the

system.

Essentially the conversion of two data types are achieved through disk IO operations,

i.e., loading data to memory from disk (TEMPORAL to STREAM) and save data to disk

from memory (STREAM to TEMPORAL). The efficient implementation may involve more

complicated mechanisms such as input and output buffers. At discrete data model level, I

only define the generic constructors at unit level. The constructors provide atomic operations

between the TUNIT and UNIT types. Since the signatures of two types are identical, the

implementation is also straightforward.

Formally the input and output constructors are defined by:

(3.12) Dinput(α) = TUnit(Dα) ∀α ∈ UNIT

(3.13) Doutput(α) = Unit(Dα) ∀α ∈ TUNIT
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3.4.3. Data Structures

The discrete model presented above offers a high-level specification for the implementa-

tion of a geo-stream database management system. In this subsection I briefly explain how

these definitions translate into data structures. In the next chapter I will see how these data

structures can be applied in some algorithms for aggregation operations.

For non-streaming data types, data are usually on the disk and organized by files. During

query execution, the data are loaded into memory and stored in certain data structures. For

streaming data types, they are either already in the memory or converted/loaded to memory

from in-disk temporal data types. The choices of data structures can affect the efficiency of

query execution greatly.

The paper [30] has presented some data structure choices for non-streaming types. The

data structures for BASE data types are straightforward. Most programming languages have

built-in data types that can be directly used. For example, int, real, int and bool all have

their counterparts in a programming language. They only need one record to store the value

and another record/flag to indicate undefined value. The RANGE type can be represented

using an array whose elements are records of value pairs indicating the starting and ending

value. The SPATIAL types such as point, line are provided by some programming language

as composite object data types. The point or points can be stored in an array of records

of real value pairs specifying the coordinates. The line is viewed as an array of records

that represent halfsegments. The halfsegments are designed for efficient implementation of

certain algorithms (such as line sweep), and can be stored using two point types. The region

is viewed as a set of line segments with cycles and faces information. The cycles are pointers

to the line segments and faces are pointers to cycles.

The UNIT types with fixed size, such as const, ureal and upoint, can be represented by

two records indicating time interval and simple function respectively. The UNIT types with

variable size, such as upoints, line, are also stored in two records. The first record is still the

time interval. The second record consists of a reference that points to the database arrays
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containing the sliced representation of the data type, and a bounding box serving as the

index to the database arrays. The mapping type is viewed as a database array of UNIT

types.

For WINDOW types, the representation is also straightforward as WINDOW is essen-

tially represented as intervals. I can use a record of value pair to indicate the starting and

ending time of the WINDOW. The TUNIT type can also be viewed as UNIT type dis-

cussed above. The key issue is how to represent the twindow and tmapping types as they are

continuously updated data types. The challenge is to design a kinetic data structure that

can efficiently support generic functions such as insertion, purging, deletion, re-sizing, and

incremental operator evaluation for complex geo-stream operations.

The solution I provide is to use a Circular Queue (CQ) as the basic data structure to

implement the streaming data types. There are multiple ways to implement the CQ, such

as array or linked list. As shown in Figure 3.1, each record of the CQ consists of a time unit

and a simple function. The function may be simple data types for fixed size TUNITs such

as tconst and treal, or further points to an array of shared objects for variable-size Tunits

such as tline and tregion. Multiple time units (that form a time interval) may point to the

same simple function, however, a record of CQ can only points to one simple function.

Using the CQ data structure, the time interval of TUNIT function is broken into time

unit slices. The conversion of TUNIT and UNIT data types therefore require additional

steps to assemble or disassemble the time intervals. However, the key advantage of CQ is

that it is kinetic and allow for aging out without explicit deletion or insertion. When a new

element comes in from the input buffer, a CQ overwrites and only overwrites circularly the

elements that have been consumed. The overwritten element is automatically sent to the

output buffer and saved to a temporal data type later. A CQ’s initial size is equal to the

size of the WINDOW. Similar as a dynamic array, it may increase the size to satisfy the new

WINDOW specification specified by certain operations such as Windowing operations. It

may also increase its size when a new element cannot overwrite existing ones because of
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TUnits

Input Buffer

Output Buffer

CQ
Time unit

Figure 3.1. Illustration of CQ data structure

operator scheduling delays. In practice CQ can also decrease its size to free unused memory.

The basic criteria is that the current update position of CQ should not tailgate with the last

consumed position and their distance should be about the sliding window size.

CQ allows different operator optimization opportunities. A geo-stream operator can

be associated with a CQ to perform incremental calculations. For example, the operator

traversed can be implemented incrementally by taking the union of the previously traversed

area and the new region covered. I will see an example of operator-level optimization utilizing

CQ in Chapter 6.

Please note that in real time applications, updates may arrive out of order for many

reasons such as unsynchronized application clock and network latency. Therefore the CQ

needs to maintain order information. This problem has been well addressed by traditional

streaming database management systems [1, 81]. These solutions can be applied to my im-

plementation of CQ as well. For example, input manger in [81] can be used to buffer incoming

updates and deduce the bounds for heartbeat time τ . All the updates with timestamps less

than τ can be safely moved into the CQ using a batch operation.
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3.4.4. Summary of this section

In this section, I have presented the design of discrete data types for geo-stream data

model. I also showed CQ as a kinetic data structure to implement such discrete data models.

Some example algorithms to implement the discrete data types, operations can be found in

the next two chapters.

3.5. Conclusion and Future Work

I have now concluded the formal definition of geo-stream data types and operators. At

the abstract level, I kept the original BASE, SPATIAL, TIME, RANGE and TEMPORAL

data types, and propose two new categories of data types, which are WINDOW types and

STREAM types respectively. At the executive level, I provide the discrete specifications

of the geospatial stream data types and operations. I use Change-based Update Model

(CHU) to replace Constant Update Model (CU) to save memory and computation cost. The

unique properties of real time data streams require a different implementation model that of

static data. In memory data structures are desired to fit the one-pass model and achieve fast

response. I offer Circular Queue (CQ) as the kinetic data structure to implement general

stream data types.

Both abstract and discrete models are tightly coupled with existing spatio-temporal data

type designs. This allows us to reuse the existing data types during implementation, and

ensures the closeness and consistency of the system as well.

Future Work: Further work on geo-stream data models could focus on generic geo-

stream operations, including the elaboration of shifting operations and language embedding.

The lifting of non-stream operations to streaming data types also needs to be systematically

investigated. The implementation of discrete data model specifications requires more in-

depth data structure and algorithm designs for each geo-stream data types and operations,

as well as the interaction with non-streaming ones. The data update model can also be

strengthened for building complete geo-stream algebra. Besides, I only defined the Time-

based WINDOW data types, however in practice it is often useful to introduce Tuple-based
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WINDOW data types. The STREAM produced by Tuple-based WINDOW have different

semantics from that by Time-based WINDOW. Therefore all the operations may need to

be reevaluated to support such semantics. From the perspective of discrete model, since

Tuple-based WINDOW are represented by number of counts instead of time intervals,

the TUNIT definition is no longer associated with time. Therefore the conversion between

TEMPORAL type and STREAM type is less straightforward. These issues will be fully

investigated in the future work.
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN OF GEO-STREAM OPERATORS: REGION BY AND WNN

In chapter 3, I have presented the design of geo-stream data types. I also illustrated

the usage of some typical geo-stream operations. This chapter investigates the design of

two novel operators that are useful in many geo-stream applications. They are not seen in

regular data stream management systems or traditional database systems. The first one is a

spatial aggregation operator Region By; the second one is a window-based nearest neighbor

operator WNN.

For the convenience of the readers, I list the common notations used in this chapter in

Table 4.1. Please note that strictly speaking the term “region” and “polygon” have different

meaning. The “region” is an abstract data type that can be represented as a set of discrete

“polygons”. This is true for “mregion” and “sregion” as well. However, in this dissertation

I use both terms interchangeably for writing conveniences.

4.1. Region By Aggregation Operator

4.1.1. Introduction and Motivation

Database work on supporting geo-sensor data focuses on point queries and range queries

(what is the reading of a given sensor or sensors in a given spatial region), supporting

proximity-based spatial joins (find two sensors within 3 meters distance and with readings

differing less than 10 for the past 2 hours), and aggregations (find the average temperature

of a given region). However, many interesting applications, e.g. weather and traffic, often

require selected discrete points with similar observations (water level, vehicle speed, wind

speed, etc.) to be grouped according to spatial proximity and further elevated into higher-

level spatial objects, e.g. regions, which can then participate in continuous queries and be
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Table 4.1. List of Common Notations for Geo-Stream Operators

Notation Meaning

α A data type in the geo-stream data model, representing points, mpoints or spoints in this

chapter.

Aα The carrier set for a type α of the abstract model.

ClusterSet(Aα) The set of clusters formed on domain of α

α ↑ A higher level data type produced from aggregation of data type α, representing region, mregion

or sregion in this chapter.

faces(α ↑) The set of faces that form the type α ↑. It is only applicable to region, mregion or sregion types.

f ∈ faces(α ↑) A face in the set of faces that forms the type α ↑.

SUB(f) The (unbounded) set of faces that are sub-faces of face f , i.e., any face in SUP (f) is contained

in f .

SUP (f) The (unbounded) set of faces that contains face f .

Dα The carrier set for a type α of the discrete model.

Rs Rs is used to denote a relation with only static attributes.

Rm Rs is used to denote a relation with temporal attributes but without streaming attributes.

Rt Rt is used to denote a relation with stream attributes.

ξ xi is used to denote a spoint data type.

Ξ Xi is used to denote a set of spoint data type.

ω xi is used to denote a WINDOW data type.

handled by a geo-stream database system. When sensors are treated as disjoint locations, it

is difficult for a geo-stream database to answer basic questions.

As illustrated by Figure 4.1, the individual readings from geo-streams represent discrete

sampling points (the dots in the figure), whereas the phenomena that sensor networks mon-

itor (e.g., temperature field in the figure) are often continuous. This impedance mismatch

requires an efficient mechanism to bridge. For example, with temperature monitored by

multiple geo-reference sensors, currently it is NOT possible to ask a stream management
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temperature

Figure 4.1. Illustration of Motivation

system to return regions of hot zones (the red area in the colored figure) without sophisti-

cated programming. The main reason is that a “hot zone” is a region detected by the fusion

of temperature and location information from multiple sensors in spatial proximity and with

similar readings.

The above example clearly reflects the impedance mismatch between low level sensor

observations (e.g. temperature) and high level spatial phenomena (e.g. hot zone). Now

the problem boils down to how a geo-stream database system abstracts the semantics and

defines the operator to form the view hot zone from original sensor readings temperature.

I propose to go beyond GROUP BY and introduce a new paradigm of aggregation op-

erator to bridge the gap from the database level (as opposed to external clustering and

polygonization algorithms). A geo-stream database should be able to provide the appro-

priate semantic abstraction and query language to close the semantic gap between discrete

sensor readings and spatio-temporal phenomena. The query processing and optimization at

the database level will save many application programmers and end users from optimizing

their programs. Specifically, I abstract common aggregations needed for different spatial
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extents and investigate language extensions and efficient algorithms to process them. Two

challenges will be addressed:

(i) The semantics of the aggregation operator needs to be clearly defined;

(ii) The implementation of the aggregation operator needs to be efficiently enough to

support real time queries.

In this chapter I mainly deal with the first challenge. The query optimization issues of the

operator will be addressed in the next chapter.

4.1.2. Definition of Region By Operator

The Region By operator elevates a set of point locations into regions. This operator

is potentially useful in the applications such as environmental monitoring and GIS analysis.

From the introduction of this section I have learned that the results of the operator are formed

by first performing the clustering algorithm on the points, and then further processing the

clusters to get regions. In theory the clustering algorithms (and even the post-processing

methods) are part of the operator specifications. However, clustering itself is a very broad

topic and cannot be effectively covered within the scope of this dissertation. For example

I will have to provide the abstract semantics and discrete implementation models for each

known clustering algorithm. The specifications are even more complicated when the cluster-

ing algorithm is order dependent. Therefore unless otherwise noted, I limit the discussions to

the default clustering algorithm hereafter. The default algorithm I choose is called DBSCAN

[29], which is suitable for many spatial applications because it discovers arbitrary shape of

clusters and is order-independent except for some extreme cases.

Please also note that the Region By operator can be applied to points, mpoints, and

spoints data types to produce region, mregion, and sregion data respectively. The semantics

of the operator for these data types are similar at the abstract level, but quite different

at the discrete implementation level. I start with the non-streaming SPATIAL types, i.e.

points and region, and then extend the definitions to more complicated TEMPORAL and

STREAM types.
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Aggregation on SPATIAL Types. The aggregation operator on SPATIAL types is

the simplest case as I may ignore time for the moment. The signature for Region By is

points→ region.

Now let α denote the operator left side data types, (a points type), α ↑ denote the high

level data type at the right side of the operator (a region) type, ClusterSet(Aα) be the clus-

ters formed on domain of α (as stated earlier I omit the clustering algorithm specifications).

I also denote faces(α ↑) as the set of faces that form α ↑. For any face f ∈ faces(α ↑), I use

SUB(f) and SUP (f) to denote the collections of unlimited sets of subspace and super-space

of f . The semantics of the aggregation operator Region By: points → region are defined

by:

∀ u, v ∈ ClusterSet(Aα) : u ∩ v = ∅(4.1)

∀ p ∈ Aα : (i)if ∃ u : u ∈ ClusterSet(Aα), p ∈ u⇒ ST Contains(Aα↑, p) = true(4.2)

(ii)if 6 ∃ u : u ⊆ ClusterSet(Aα), p ∈ u⇒ ST Contains(Aα↑, p) = false

∀ u ∈ ClusterSet(Aα) :⇒ ∃ one &only one face f ∈ faces(α ↑),(4.3)

ST Contains(f, u) = true,

∀f ′ ∈ SUB(f), ST Contains(f ′, u) = false,

∀f ′ ∈ SUP (f), ST Contains(f ′, u) = true

Equation 4.1 indicates that any two clusters do not overlap so that any point only belongs

to one cluster. Equation 4.2 requires the resultant region must contain all original points

except noises. Finally Equation 4.3 implies that the resultant region is a set of faces. Each

face precisely represents the border of a cluster. The above definition ensures the consistency

of the data types and the uniqueness of the representation at the abstract level.
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Aggregation on TEMPORAL Types. The aggregation operator on TEMPORAL

types is an extension of the case for SPATIAL types. The signature for Region By is

mpoints→ mregion.

Now let α denote the points type, moving(α) denote the mpoints type. The operation

deftime: moving(α) → points returns the domain times of the mpoints type. For any

instant in the domain of the mpoints, the semantics of Region By is the same as that for

static points type. That is, the semantics of Region By: mpoints → mregion are defined

by

∀ instant t ∈ deftime(Amoving(α)),RegionBy : val(moving(α)× t)→ region(4.4)

In Equation 4.4, val operation returns the value of moving(α) at an instant, which is an α

data type.

Aggregation on STREAM Types. The aggregation operator on STREAM types

is also an extension of the case for SPATIAL types. The signature for Region By is

spoints→ sregion.

Now let α denote the points type, streaming(α) denote the spoints type. The operation

deftime: streaming(α)→ points returns the streaming window of the spoints type continu-

ously. For any instant in the window of the spoints, the semantics of Region By is the same

as that for static points type. That is, the semantics of Region By: spoints→ sregion are

defined by

∀ instant t ∈ deftime(Astreaming(α)),RegionBy : val(streaming(α, now)× t)→ region

(4.5)

In Equation 4.4, val operation returns the instant value of streaming(α) with a now win-

dowing operation, which is an α data type.
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4.1.3. Language Embedding of Region By Operator

To illustrate the language embedding of Region By Operator, I recall the motivating

scenario of flood damage analysis in Chapter 1. I rephrase the example using the data type

terms in Chapter 3.

Example 4.1. (Flood Damage Analysis, see Example 1.1 in Chapter 1). Assuming I have

the following table schemas as the dataset,

waterLevel(location: point, waterLevel: sreal)

county(name: string, extent: region)

house(owner: string, phone: string, extent: point)

The queries are:

• Q1: Continuously return the areas(sizes) of the flooding regions.

• Q2: Continuously list the counties traversed by a flood in the past 2 days.

• Q3: Continuously list the phone numbers of all the houses within 3 miles of the

flooding water front.

• Q4: Continuously return the differences of the current flooding regions and the

flooding regions 2 days ago.

Since there is no explicit flood schema in the dataset, I need to aggregate the flood

information from the waterLevel table. In a traditional SQL-compliant database, GROUP

BY is the main aggregation mechanism to group individual tuples with the same grouping

attribute(s) values together and form one tuple. Let d denote the threshold of water level

that indicates a flood, I may be tempted to answer Query Q1 using the following statements:

----------- Query Q1 (incorrect) ---------------

SELECT ST_Area(floodingRegion)

FROM WaterLevel

WHERE WaterLevel.waterDepth > d

GROUP BY WaterLevel.location AS floodingRegion
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In the above query, the ST Area is an OpenGIS function that computes the area/size of

a region. However, such query will simply not work. The reason is that each water level

sensor has a distinct location. GROUP BY clause treats each sensor as an individual group.

In this case, each flooding region can be considered as a spatial cluster of water level sensors

that satisfy the query predicate. The correct way is to use my new Region By operator

to get a view of flood (for now I will ignore whether the view should be materialized). The

statements to create the view of flood are written as:

CREATE VIEW flood AS

SELECT genID() as floodID,extent

FROM WaterLevel

WHERE waterDepth > d

REGION BY location as extent

In the above statements the “genID()” is a system function to create a unique name for

each new streaming region. Please note that if I use Region By as an aggregate function

in traditional database, the actual statement should be written as:

CREATE VIEW flood AS

SELECT genID() as floodID, Region_By(location) as extent

FROM WaterLevel

WHERE waterDepth > d

However, I rewrite the statements as the first form because it is more intuitive to consider

Region By as a generalization of Group By operator.

Please also note that in the above statements, the “waterDepth” is a sreal type. Therefore

the predicate “waterDepth > d” in fact means “waterDepth[now] > d”. That is, Region

By creates a set of regions from sensors whose readings are above d for now windows.

The predicate is continuously evaluated. The “>” operator is lifted from its meaning in

non-streaming data models to support streaming data types (Please refer to Chapter 3 on

lifting operations). Similarly, if I use past, unbounded, or shift window in the predicate, the
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semantics of the predicate is also different. For example, “waterDepth[past 2 hours] > d”

means that the readings are above d for the entire past 2-hour window. The resultant extents

are also of sregion type with a window of past 2 hours.

In many cases I don’t need to specify the ID of the sregion type, I may then omit the

explicit view creation and answer Query Q1 using the following statements:

Q1.SELECT ST_Area(floodingRegion)

FROM WaterLevel

WHERE WaterLevel.waterDepth > d

REGION BY WaterLevel.location AS floodingRegion

In general, I follow the syntax proposed in Chapter 3 to embed Region By operator:

CREATE VIEW ViewName AS

SELECT genID(), extent

FROM Table(s) with STREAM attribute(s) [,non-STREAM Table(s)] ...

WHERE STREAM predicate(s) [,non-STREAM predicate(s)] ...

REGION BY [ points| tpoints| spoints attribute] AS extent

That is, the REGION BY clause aggregates point observations and returns regions,

temporal regions or streaming regions as results. The results are put into a view with

“extent” as the attribute to represent the regions.

When explicit ID is not required, the following syntax can be used:

SELECT aggFunc(extent)

FROM Table(s) with STREAM attribute(s) [,non-STREAM Table(s)] ...

WHERE STREAM predicate(s) [,non-STREAM predicate(s)] ...

REGION BY [ points| tpoints| spoints attribute] AS extent

Assuming the view of flood is created using the above syntax as:

flood(floodID: int, extent: sregion)

I may now express query Q2, Q3 and Q4 in the motivating example with the operations

proposed in Chapter 3.
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Q2. SELECT c.name

FROM flood f, county c

WHERE intersect(f.extent[past 2 days], c.extent)

Q3. SELECT h.phone

FROM flood f, house h

WHERE distance(f.extent[now], h.exent) < 3

Q4. SELECT ST_Difference(f1.extent[now],f2.extent[shift 2 days])

FROM flood f1, flood f2

4.1.4. Discrete Implementation of Region By Operator

I have discussed the abstract semantics and language embedding of Region By Operator

so far. The next problem is how the operator should be implemented. In this subsection,

I will present the basic data structures and naive query processing model. The next chap-

ter will cover the operator-level query optimization strategies. The discrete implementation

models for SPATIAL, TEMPROAL and STREAM data types have some important differ-

ences. Again I start with the non-streaming SPATIAL types, i.e. points and region, and

then extend the definitions to more complicated TEMPORAL and STREAM types.

Discrete implementation on SPATIAL types. Consider a table Rs representing

static point-based observations in my context. Without loss of generality, I assume that the

schema of the table is of the format: Rs(reading: real, extent: point), where extent is a static

point data type with two component x and y in certain reference coordinate framework (e.g.

longitude and latitude, or relative locations). I further assume a spatial index (for example,

R-tree) is available on extent attribute.

The first step in a naive query processing is usually applying a predicate (the “WHERE”

condition) to select a subset of points from the original table. Then I may apply clustering

algorithm to aggregate and polygonization algorithm to elevate point observations. The

resultant regions can then participate in queries directly. As discussed earlier, I focus on

default DBSCAN clustering [29] algorithm. DBSCAN identifies a number of clusters from
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a set of points using the estimated density distribution of points. The original DBSCAN

algorithm has two parameters: maximum radius of the neighborhood Eps and minimum

number of points MinPts in an Eps-neighborhood of any point. The algorithm starts with

an arbitrary point p, and retrieves all points whose distance to p is no more than Eps. If

the number of such points is larger than MinPts, p is considered a core point of a cluster.

The density-reachable points of p are points within Eps of P , and are either border points

or core points depending on whether they have enough points around them. Otherwise p

may be a noise point or border point of some other cluster. This process iterates until all

the points are visited. Paper [29] provides more details of the algorithm.

The spatial clusters generated in the clustering step need to be elevated into regions.

The abstract semantics of the operator requires a unique and minimum representation. In

practice elevating point clusters to polygons is non-trivial except for simple polygons or

convex hulls. Paper [47] provides one such method. However, this method is only for

visualization purposes and does not compute the sequence of the vertices that constitute the

resultant polygons that are discrete representations of the region data type. Therefore I go

one step further to obtain the ordered edge sequences for the resultant regions, as shown in

Algorithm 4.1.

Briefly, I first construct delaunay triangulations (DT) over all the points in each cluster

respectively. During the DT construction, I also record the length of each edge. Using the

average length of all the edges for a particular cluster, I may heuristically remove all the

edges that are longer than the average length (with a tuning factor k) because these edges

are unlikely to be the boundary of the resultant regions. Then I remove inner edges of the

polygon by deleting all edges that are shared by more than one triangulations. Finally I

start from one arbitrary edge e0 and continue to another edge that share the same vertex

with e0. This process iterates until a cycle is formed. I then start with another unvisited

edge until all the edges have been traced. Please note that the discrete processing model

only achieves unique representation when the parameters and order of processing are fixed.
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Algorithm 4.1 Naive Query Processing for Region By Operator

1: Input: Rs(reading: real, extent: point), selection predicate pre(reading) on reading

attribute;

2: Output: S(extent:region)

3: Select all tuples in Rs with pre(reading) = true

4: //Perform DBSCAN algorithm on extent attribute

5: Do DBSCAN(Rs(extent) with pre(reading) = true) and get CluS =

ClusterSet(Rs(extent))

6: for all Cluster Clu ∈ CluS do

7: //Perform Delaunay Triangulation on CluS

8: Construct Delaunay Triangulation DT (Clu) over all points in cluster Clu

9: e = (pa, pb)← ∀ edge of DT (Clu), k ← tuning factor,

10: LongEdge← k × AV G(length(e))

11: for all edges e ∈ DT (Clu) do

12: if length(e) > LongEdge then

13: DT (Clu).delete(e)

14: end if

15: end for

16: for all edges e ∈ DT (Clu) do

17: if e = (pa, pb) is in only one triangle Tri(pa, pb, pc) then

18: Orient e so that point pc is to the left of e

19: else

20: DT (Clu).delete(e)

21: end if

22: end for

23: Construct an edge sequence (e0, e1, ..., e0) as a Polygon

24: end for
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The data structures used to represent points and region can be directly employed by the

algorithm. If there exists a spatial index on the points type, the DBSCN clustering process

can utilize such index mechanism in a straightforward fashion.

Discrete implementation on TEMPORAL types. Now consider a relation Rm with

temporal attributes. I assume that the schema of the table is of the format: Rm(reading:

mreal, extent: point). Recall that the TEMPORAL data type mreal is implemented using a

unit data type ureal which associates an interval with a unit function. Please note that here

the “extent” attribute is still a static point data type. However, since I apply a predicate on

Rm, for each instant, a different subset of points may be selected. Therefore I cannot apply

clustering and polygonization process only at starting and ending instant of a unit interval

ureal. The instant function of ureal is defined by:

ι((a, b, c, r), t) =

 at2 + bt+ c if ¬r
√
at2 + bt+ c if r

Assuming the predicate is reading > d, I will need to solve the equation

ι((a, b, c, r), t) = d

to get a set of instants that split the original intervals in ureal data types into smaller

intervals. The clustering and polygonization process need to be applied for the new interval

sets. If however the extent is of mpoint type, the case is even more complicated. It is

easy to see that I will need to reevaluate the operator at almost every instant unless some

incremental optimization strategies are used.

The problem arises because I have separate discrete model for discrete unit-based data

types, i.e. ureal, upoints and region. The Region By aggregation operator only provides

a high level mapping from points or mpoints to mregion data type. Although each discrete

model is intuitive and has relatively simple unit function, there is no direct mapping from unit

functions of points or upoints to higher level uregion data types. The predicate constraints

aggravate the problem because the mapping may be created from a different subset of points
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or upoints at each time instant. Before I discuss the possible solutions to the problem, I

investigate the situation for STREAM types.

Discrete implementation on STREAM types. Now consider a relation Rt with

streaming attributes. I assume that the schema of the table is of the format: Rt (reading:

sreal, extent: point). The “extent” attribute is a static point data type, but can also be

a spoint data type (although in practice this is less common). I have learned in Chapter

3 that a sreal or spoint data type is represented by set of TUnit functions associated with

intervals across the window of the stream. As for TEMPORAL types, the intervals in TUnit

for points or tpoints are not necessarily the intervals in TUnit for sregion type.

Please note that theoretically I can always solve the equations of unit representation of

lower level data types (such as sreal or spoint), and break the intervals into smaller ones that

fit the higher level data types (such as sregion). However, the mismatch of unit definitions

poses problem from a practical point of view because the query processing may happen at

more frequent intervals. In the streaming settings where real time response is desired, such

constraints may be critical.

There are two possible solutions to the above problem. One of the approaches is to employ

query optimization strategies at the operator level so that the operator is not evaluated

at each time instant. Such solution is especially useful in practice when queries do not

require the accurate representation of the regions. In other words, when queries contain

aggregation functions on the region types, query optimization opportunities may arise. The

second approach is to maintain the interval definitions of Unit or TUnit when mapping from

original lower level data types (such as as sreal or spoint) to higher level data types (such

as sregion). I may need to perform post processing to remove or add “slices” of regions in

order to conform to the discrete definitions of mregion or mregion data types. This approach

is suitable when accurate region representations are needed. I may even define a buffering

area so that any changes within the buffering area are ignored. In this dissertation, I will
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cover the first approach in the next chapter, while leaving the second approach to my future

work.

For TEMPORAL version of Region By operator, if I follow the second approach dis-

cussed above, I may still use data structures and spatial access methods on the points type

at each slice. The data structures for UNIT types (interval that point to subarrays) can be

directly employed to locate the points type. If I have a moving index on the points based

on the change of value of mreal type, I can speed up the clustering process, but this is not

required.

The case for STREAM version of the operator is more complicated as I desire an in-

memory data structure to access the points, which is not necessarily the same as the one used

for TUNIT types (circular queues). For example, assuming the points type are represented

using two coordinates x and y, I may maintain a doubly linked list for the points. Each

point is inserted into the doubly linked list based on the ascending order of x coordinates,

and then on the ascending order of y coordinate when the points have equal values for x

coordinate.

However, locating an arbitrary point in the list still requires a linear scan from the

beginning or end of the doubly linked list. Therefore, in addition, I maintain a sparse index

over x coordinates. Thus, the whole space is divided into equally sized stripes according

to the x coordinates. There is a single entry in the sparse index for each stripe pointing

to the first point in the linked list that appears in that stripe. Each point in the list is

also associated with a sequence of timestamps, e.g. (t0, t2, ..., tw), which contains all the

timestamps when data emitted by the point satisfies the selection criteria (i.e., starting and

ending time of the intervals computed from sreal function). New timestamps are appended

to the end of the sequence, and expired timestamps are removed from the beginning of the

sequence. Thus the timestamp sequence is incrementally updated. In the application where

sensors are static, sorting and indexing only need to be performed once, while the timestamp

sequence is updated as data streams come in.
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Figure 4.2. Indexing of Region By on Stream Types

Example 4.2. (Indexing of Region By on Stream Types). Figure 4.2 shows an illustrative

example of the above data indexing mechanism. Each entry in the sparse index points to

the first point appearing in that stripe. The sequence of numbers associated with each point

contains all the timestamps in the query window when reading from that point meets the

selection criteria.

Please note that the data structure discussed here is independent of the query optimiza-

tion strategies that will be introduced later. In the scenarios where sensors are moving (i.e.,

spoint type), I may need to use some moving object indexing [61, 60].

4.2. WNN Operator

4.2.1. Introduction and Motivation

I have so far discussed an important aggregation operator to elevate point-based geospa-

tial streams into streaming regions. In this section I will present another operator that I term

as “WNN” (Window-based Nearest Neighbor). WNN operator finds the nearest neighbor

of a point geo-stream over a sliding window from a set of point geo-streams or historical

moving points.

Nearest neighbor (NN) query is one of the most important queries in both static spatial

databases and moving object databases. However, most NN queries are what I termed as
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instant-based queries on point data type, which do not consider distances accumulated over

a time window in the definition of NN.

On the other hand, the Window-based Nearest Neighbor (WNN) of a spoint data type

uses a window-based metric. Informally the Window-based distance (W-Distance) between

two spoint is defined as the summation of distances from each time instant of the first

streaming point to each corresponding instant of the second streaming point over the sliding

window. The definition implies that the two spoint must have the same type of WINDOW.

A point geo-stream’s window-based nearest neighbor (WNN) is the point geo-stream in the

queried dataset with the minimum W-distance to the querying geo-stream. By using Shift

operation and the conversion between TEMPORAL and STREAM data types, the definition

can be extended to incorporate spoint data types with different WINDOW and mpoint data

types.

WNN is useful in identifying objects that move in close spatial proximity over time.

For example, in Ecology, locating devices can be attached to animals to study their social

structures and migrating behaviors in real time. To track the closest companion of an animal

such as a chimpanzee or a caribou, an ecologist may be interested in: “Find the nearest

neighbor of the chimp named Flo in the past two days or past two months continuously”.

One may be also intersected in: “Find the chimp with most similar travel patterns of Flo 2

years ago continuously”. Another example is that given the trajectory of a tornado, I may

identify the tornado with the closest moving behavior from last year. When a user tours a

new city, it may be interesting to know the trajectory with the most similar visiting pattern

as the user’s from yesterday. It will be even more interesting to identify the most similar

visiting behavior over a sliding window in real time, and recommend places to visit using a

prior similar visiting behavior. In all these examples, the sliding window can be specified

by the user. If the window is “now”, then the WNN query degenerates into a continuous

instant-based NN. If the window is “unbounded” or “shifted”, then the WNN query may

involve historical data migrated to disks.
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The problem of WNN query is closely related to the line of research in streaming time

series nearest neighbor search [48, 31, 53, 98]. They both have streaming settings where

the queries and/or the data are dynamic, and sliding window models are often assumed.

However, most of the approaches in streaming time series only consider univariate time

series, while spoint in WNN queries are multivariate. Meanwhile time series NN search often

assume disk-based models and rely on dimension reduction and indexing techniques that

incur substantial overhead not suitable for stream processing. Therefore their methods need

to be extended to support WNN queries.

Another related area is the instant-based nearest neighbor search, including k nearest

neighbor (k-NN) queries [70, 75, 38], continuous k-NN (CKNN) [103, 80, 85, 16, 102, 99, 66],

and recent k-NN over sliding windows [65]. Although CKNN may be considered as a special

case of WNN (when window size is 1), the data structures and optimization strategies in

CKNN usually become invalid or inefficient when accumulated distances are considered. The

spatial-temporal pattern query in [37] has similar definition to WNN. However, this work

only considers historical trajectories. Incremental query processing over sliding window is

not addressed.

In summary, the existing work in the nearest neighbor search is NOT capable of handling

WNN queries over point geo-streams. I there introduce a new operator called WNN operator

in my system. Similar as Region By operator, two challenges will be addressed:

(i) The semantics of the WNN operator needs to be clearly defined;

(ii) The implementation of the WNN operator needs to be efficiently enough to sup-

port real time queries.

The rest of this chapter will cover the first challenge. In Chapter 6 I will design a temporal

hashing based method to handle the second issue.

4.2.2. Definition of WNN operator

I first provide the formal definition of instant distance and W-distance, then defines the

abstract semantics of WNN operator based on W-Distance.
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Let α1 and α2 be two point data types, I use dist(α1, α2) to denote the distance between

α1 and α2. The distance function may be euclidean distance, network distance or other

distance metrics. Now given any two spoint data types ξ1 = streaming(α1, ω1) and ξ2 =

streaming(α2, ω2), the instant distance between ξ1 at instant t1 and ξ2 at instant t2 is defined

as:

Operation: dist

Signature: spoint× spoint× instant× instant→ real

Semantics: dist(ξ1, ξ2, t1, t2) = dist(atinstant(ξ1, t1), atinstant(ξ2, t2))

t1 ∈ Aω1 , t2 ∈ Aω2

(4.6)

That is, the instant distance between two streaming points is the distance of their instant

values (points). The definition can be applied to two mpoint data types and even to one

mpoint and one spoint data type through type conversion. I may also define the instant

distance between two sregion type as the minimum distance between any two points inside

each region. However such extension will not be addressed in this dissertation. Please also

note that the instant distance function does not require the same WINDOW type of the

operands.

The w-distance defined between two streaming points ξ1 = streaming(α1, ω) and ξ2 =

streaming(α2, ω) over the same window ω is therefore defined as:

Operation: wdist

Signature: spoint× spoint× ω → sreal

Semantics: wdist(ξ1[ω], ξ2[ω]) =

∫
∀ t∈Aω

dist(ξ1, ξ2, t, t)

(4.7)

The output of wdist is of sreal data type. If I are interested in the value of wdist at any

time instant t, I can use valat(wdist, t) operation which output the result of real type.

When two streaming points have different window semantics, I may relax the above

definition by using shifting operation on one of the data types. That is, given ξ1 =
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streaming(α1, ω) and ξ2 = streaming(α2, ωs), and ωs = ω 	 s], where s is a constant

shift from window ω. The w-distance can be defined as:

Operation: wdist

Signature: spoint× spoint× ω × s→ sreal

Semantics: wdist(ξ1[ω], ξ2[ω][shift s]) =

∫
∀ t∈Aω

dist(ξ1, ξ2, t, t− s)dt

(4.8)

Please note that in the above definitions, the result is continuously updated as a sreal

type. When combined with type conversion operations, the w-distance can also be applied

to TEMPORAL data types.

Now I can define the WNN operator based on w-distance. Given a querying spoint data

type ξq of window ω, and a queried data set of spoint data types Ξ = {ξ|ξ is spoint data type

of window ω}, WNN operator finds the spoint ξWNN from queried data set Ξ with minimum

w-distance continuously. To be consistent with traditional nearest neighbor operators, the

WNN operator accepts inputs of one querying data tuple and one queried data tuple, and

output sbool values. More formally, the WNN operator is defined as:

Operation: WNN

Signature: spoint× spoint× ω → sbool

Semantics: ∀ ξ ∈ Ξ, ξ 6= ξq,WNN(ξq[ω], ξ[ω]) = true⇔ ξ = ξWNN ∈ Ξ

∀ ξ ∈ Ξ, ξ 6= ξq, and ξ 6= ξWNN , wdist(ξq[ω], ξWNN [ω]) < wdist(ξq[ω], ξ[ω])

(4.9)

Given a querying spoint data type ξq of window ω, and a queried data set of spoint data

types Ξ = {ξ|ξ is spoint data type of window ω 	 s}, where s is a constant shift, the above
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definition can be easily extended to support shifted WNN defined as follows:

Operation: WNN

Signature: spoint× spoint× ω × real→ sbool

Semantics: ∀ ξ ∈ Ξ, ξ 6= ξq,WNN(ξq[ω], ξ[ω][shift s]) = true⇔ ξ = ξWNN ∈ Ξ

∀ ξ ∈ Ξ, ξ 6= ξq, and ξ 6= ξWNN , wdist(ξq[ω], ξWNN [ω][shift s]) < wdist(ξq[ω], ξ[ω][shift s])

(4.10)

Please note that the above definition implies that the queried dataset does not contain

querying data. In the case of shifted wnn, it may be interesting to compare a spoint data

with its own past behavior. I can accommodate such application by relaxing the constraints

of ξwnn 6= ξq.

The WNN operator can be easily extended to k-WNN to find k window-based nearest

neighbors. Let ΞWNN represent the set of of spoint data types that are k-WNNs of the

querying data. I have the following definitions:

Operation: WNN

Signature: spoint× spoint× ω × int→ sbool

Semantics: ∀ ξ ∈ Ξ, ξ 6= ξq,WNN(ξq[ω], ξ[ω], k) = true⇔ ξ ∈ ΞWNN ⊆ Ξ, |ΞWNN | = k

∀ ξ ∈ Ξ, ξ 6= ξq, and ξ /∈ ΞWNN ,∀ ξWNN ∈ ΞWNN ,

wdist(ξq[ω], ξWNN [ω][shift s]) < wdist(ξq[ω], ξ[ω])

(4.11)
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Operation: WNN

Signature: spoint× spoint× ω × real × int→ sbool

Semantics: ∀ ξ ∈ Ξ, ξ 6= ξq,WNN(ξq[ω], ξ[ω][shift s], k) = true⇔ ξ ∈ ΞWNN ⊆ Ξ, |ΞWNN | = k

∀ ξ ∈ Ξ, ξ 6= ξq, and ξ /∈ ΞWNN ,∀ ξWNN ∈ ΞWNN ,

wdist(ξq[ω], ξWNN [ω][shift s]) < wdist(ξq[ω], ξ[ω][shift s])

(4.12)

When combined with type conversion operations, the WNN can also be applied to TEMPO-

RAL data types.

4.2.3. Language Embedding of WNN operator

I now use the example of caribou tracking to illustrate the language embedding of WNN

operator.

Example 4.3. (Caribou Tracking). The ecologists have attached locating devices to a group

of caribou to study their social structures and migrating behaviors in real time. Assuming

the location information is stored in he following simple table format:

caribou(location: spoint, name: string)

The interesting WNN related queries may include:

• Q1: Continuously return the nearest neighbor of a caribou named “Flo” during a

window of past 7 days.

• Q2: Continuously return k nearest neighbor of “Flo” from the set of caribou tracked

one year during the window of past one month.

• Q3: Continuously find all the caribou within 2 miles of “Flo” in terms of w-distance

during the window of past 3 days.
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The WNN operator as defined by the previous subsection is a predicate. Therefore it

should be embedded after “WHERE statement”, and can be combined with other predicates.

For example, Query Q1 is expressed as:

Q1.SET @query=(SELECT location FROM caribou where name=’Flo’);

SELECT *

FROM caribou

WHERE WNN(@query[past 7 days], caribou.location[past 7 days])

AND caribou.name <> ’Flo’

Please note that in the above statements, “SET @flo” is not a standard SQL expression

and may differ in specific DBMSs. Alternatively one may directly use the sub-query in the

WNN operator’s input parameters. Please also note that “AND caribou.name <> ’Flo”’

statement is unnecessary because by definition WNN operator will find WNN that is not

equal to the querying tuple itself. I nevertheless use it to avoid confusion.

The Query Q1 can also be answered using wdist operator.

Q1.SELECT *

FROM caribou

ORDER BY wdist(@flo[past 7 days], caribou.location[past 7 days])

LIMIT 1

Again the “LIMIT 1” is a DBMS-specific statement.

In general, given a “@query” of spoint data type, a table of queried data set with spoint

data type, the embedding of WNN operator can be expressed as:

SELECT extent

FROM Queried Table with STREAMING Point attribute

WHERE WNN([@query[w]|@query[w][shift s]], extent[w], [k])

Query Q2 and Q3 can be answered using the following statements:

Q2.SELECT *

FROM caribou
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WHERE WNN(@flo[past 1 month][shift 1 year], caribou.location[past 1 month],k)

Q3.SELECT *

FROM caribou

WHERE wdist(@flo[past 3 days], caribou.location[past 3 days]) <= 2 miles

4.2.4. Discrete Implementation of WNN Operator

I have discussed the abstract definition and language embedding of the WNN Operator.

Like Region By operator, the discrete implementation is faced with several challenging

issues. One issue is that wdist is defined as the integration of instant distance over the whole

window. In practice, the distance computation is over-complicated especially for certain

distance metrics such as Euclidean distance. Another challenge is that nearest neighbor

queries usually rely on disk-based indexes on the data to prune most of the points from

the search space. However, I assume the memory-based data structures for streaming data.

Meanwhile wdist is accumulated distances. Therefore traditional indexing mechanisms are

not applicable in such scenario. I will address the first issue in this subsection, and present

novel temporal hashing-based optimization algorithms in Chapter 6.

To avoid the complicated distance computation for w-dist, I define a new metric called

the i-distance representing interval-based distance to approximate w-dist. The basic idea is

to use summation instead of integration over all “available” time instants over the window ω.

Let Dω̄ denote the set of time instants participating the summation, the i-distance defined

between two streaming points ξ1 = streaming(α1, ω) and ξ2 = streaming(α2, ω) over the

same window ω is:

Operation: idist

Signature: spoint× spoint× ω → sreal

Semantics: wdist(ξ1[ω], ξ2[ω]) =
∑

∀ t∈Dω̄⊂Dω

dist(ξ1, ξ2, t, t)

(4.13)

The discrete model of WNN operator can be easily defined if I replace the wdist as its

discrete counterpart of idist. I call such operator as INN (Interval-based Nearest Neighbor).
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That is, INN is defined as:

Operation: INN

Signature: spoint× spoint× ω → sbool

Semantics: ∀ ξ ∈ Ξ, ξ 6= ξq, INN(ξq[ω], ξ[ω]) = true⇔ ξ = ξINN ∈ Ξ

∀ ξ ∈ Ξ, ξ 6= ξq, and ξ 6= ξINN , idist(ξq[ω], ξINN [ω]) < idist(ξq[ω], ξ[ω])

(4.14)

The extension to shifted INN and k-INN can be done in a similar way as WNN.

Please note that the above definitions do not specify the time instants in the domain of

Dω̄ that are participating the summation. In practice, I may take different approaches. One

method is to consider the starting and ending instants of TUNIT function to provide a rough

approximation. A better estimation may use unit time instants to divide the original window

into equal length of intervals, and consider each time unit in the domain Dω̄. The basic

assumption is that the TUNIT function is a constant between any two neighboring time

units. Theoretically such time unit can be arbitrarily small to achieve accurate estimation.

However, in practice the choice is dependent on the semantics and the update frequency of

the window. If I use tuple-based window (which is not addressed in this dissertation), the

time units can even divide the window into variable length of intervals.

Please also note that the definition of INN can also be considered as a general extension of

aggregate nearest neighbor (ANN) in the streaming scenario. However, the query processing

strategies for ANN may not be applicable because of my in-memory streaming-based model.

4.3. Summary and Future Work

In summary, I introduced two important geo-stream operators in this chapter, which

are Region By and WNN operators. For each operator, I follow the data-type-based

approach, and defined abstract semantics, language embedding as well as discrete models

and data structures. The next two chapters will address the operator-level optimization

strategies.
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Future Work: Further work include the extending of Region By operator as a gen-

eralized aggregation operator that can abstract more phenomena in the form of Line By

and Merge By. Both the semantics of generalized aggregation operator and the discrete

implementation can be very different from Region By, and may require new processing

algorithms. The WNN operator can also be extended to support both time-based WIN-

DOW and tuple-based WINDOW. The latter is useful in some applications where streaming

locations have different update frequency but still exhibit similar spatial proximity patterns.
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CHAPTER 5

SEMANTICS-BASED AND INCREMENTAL QUERY OPTIMIZATION

In Chapter 4, I have presented two important geo-stream operators, including Region

By and WNN operators. In this chapter, I will focus on how to optimize the queries at

the operator level for Region By aggregation operator.

The common notations used in this chapter are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. List of Common Notations for Chapter 5

Notation Meaning

S (location: point, reading: sreal) A streaming relation with location and reading attributes of point and sreal data type

respectively.

R (extent: region) The static relations with extent attribute of region data type.

r A tuple (polygon) in R.

s A tuple (streaming polygon) in S.

nR Total number of tuples (polygon) in R.

d Selection threshold used in forming regions from S.

Sr (extent: sregion) Streaming regions formed by clusters of points in S above a user specified threshold

d.

5.1. Problem Formulation and Preliminaries

As discussed in Chapter 4, the Region By operator that works on the geo-stream data

aggregates a set of point locations with streaming real values into streaming regions. Recall

one of the query examples of the flood damage analysis in the previous chapters.

The content in this chapter is reproduced from C. Zhang and Y. Huang, “Querying Streaming Point

Clusters as Regions”, IWGS’10, ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on GeoStreaming Proceedings,

with permission from ACM.
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Example 5.1. (Flood Damage Analysis, see Example 1.1 and 4.1).

waterLevel(location: point, waterLevel: sreal)

county(name: string, extent: region)

• Q1: Continuously list the counties traversed by a flood in the past 2 days.

The above query Q1 can be answered by

Q1.

CREATE VIEW flood AS

SELECT genID() as floodID, Region_By(location) as extent

FROM WaterLevel

WHERE waterDepth > d;

SELECT c.name

FROM flood f, county c

WHERE intersect(f.extent[past 2 days], c.extent)

The rest of the chapter will focus on how to optimize this type of query. I will use Query

Q1 throughout this chapter to illustrate the query optimization strategies. More formally,

the problem is defined as the following:

Given: A set of point streaming observations S (location: point, reading: sreal), a set

of static infrastructure dataset R (extent: region)

Find: Answers to query Q that involves streaming regions Sr formed by clusters of points

in S above a user specified threshold d and static regions R.

Objective: Optimize the query execution in terms of CPU and IO costs.
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5.2. Naive Query Processing Strategies

I have discussed the basic data structures and algorithms to implement Region By

operator in the previous chapter. Briefly, a naive query processing approach follows a

selection-clustering-poylgonization pattern at each time slice. It first evaluates the predi-

cated conditions specified byWHERE statement to select a subset of the original streams

emitted by discrete sensor points. I assume that memory is enough to hold all the real time

streaming data of recent sliding window. At each time slice, a different set of points may

be selected to fulfill the query, therefore the in memory indexing structure such as the one

illustrated in Example 4.2 can be used to efficiently access each point. The clustering and

polygonization algorithms are applied to form the regions at each time slice. The resultant

streaming regions can then participate in queries directly.

Let Sr (extent: sregion) represent the streaming regions. Sr may participate in queries

in different ways. For example, Query Q1 involves joining Sr(i.e. flood) with a static spatial

relation R(i.e. county) on their extent attributes. I may use the following query processing

strategies:

• Linear Scan Join Since every time slice of Sr for current window is in memory, I

perform a linear scan on R. For each tuple r in each retrieved block of R, I check

every snapshot of Sr to see whether any region intersects the extent of r. The

results from all snapshots can be used to determine r’s eligibility as the returned

query answer. Then I continue with the next tuple in the block. When a block is

consumed, a new block of R is read into the memory. In this strategy, R only needs

to be linearly scanned once for the current window, while Sr needs to be checked

nR times, where nR denotes the number of tuples in R.

• Indexed Scan Join An alternative approach is to compute the bounding box for

each individual region in Sr. Then indexes built on static relation R can be used to

limit the number of potential tuples of R to be retrieved. For each region s in Sr,

all the tuples in R that intersect s’s bounding box are retrieved and tested. The
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results from all the regions in Sr can collectively determine the final query answers

for current window.

5.3. Semantics-based Query Optimization

The above selection-clustering-polygonization approach answers queries by explicitly ag-

gregating and elevating the points into streaming regions, which may then participate in

queries directly. However, it is often not necessary to find the actual regions (polygons) to

answer the queries. Depending on the semantics of the query, answers (or approximation of

answers) may be obtained without clustering and polygonization process. In this section, I

will propose the semantics-based query optimization method for the join query illustrated

in query Q1. The end of the section discusses how the approach can be applied to general

query types.

random 
point p

core point p, 
MinPts<=7

Semantics-based Optimization

Naive Query 
Processing

TRUE

TRUE

eps

r r

s

r
r

Figure 5.1. Semantics-based Optimization v.s. Naive Query Processing

Figure 5.1 [] compares the semantics-based optimization with the naive approach in

processing one time slice of query Q1. In naive query processing, points are aggregated

and elevated into regions to participate in join queries. Whether any resultant region s in

Sr intersects any tuple (polygon of county) r in R can be determined by calling standard

programming libraries or functions built into the database.

On the other hand, in the semantics-based optimization approach, I take the following

steps:

(i) I first select a random point p from all the points inside any polygon r in R. Then I

search p’s Eps neighborhood (a circle with center p and radius Eps) to find all the
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points close to p. If more than MinPts(number of points that are enough to from

a cluster) neighboring points are found, I consider p a core point, and the potential

streaming region s in Sr is considered intersecting r at this time snapshot.

(ii) If p is not a core point, I continue with another point q in the p’s neighborhood to

see whether q is a core point and p is a border point.

(iii) If p is neither a core point nor a border point, I mark p visited and start with another

unvisited point inside r. The process stops as soon as I find one core/border point

inside r.

(iv) If I cannot find any core or border points inside r (either there is no point inside

r, or the points inside r are not dense enough to form a region), I consider s not

intersecting r at this time slice.

The details of the algorithm to determine intersecting condition in my semantics-based query

optimization are formally presented in Algorithm 5.1 for one time slice and one tuple r ∈ R.

Given Algorithm 5.1, queries that join Sr and R over window w(w = 2 days in Query Q1)

can be answered using Algorithm refalg:opt-semantic. It processes tuples fromR sequentially.

Initially, for each tuple r, every snapshot over window w is evaluated using Algorithm 1 and

the result is appended to a circular queue Q. When the current window slides, Q’s content is

updated, i.e. the value for the earliest time slice is removed automatically, and the value for

latest time is appended. Then I evaluate the content of Q to produce answers according to

the semantics of the query. For example, when Q contains only TRUE values, r is considered

the answer for query Q1.

5.4. Incremental Optimization

The approaches I have discussed so far observe a snapshot-based pattern to answer all

the queries. However, the temporal continuity of streaming data implies that it may not be

necessary to explicitly evaluate query conditions at each time slice. For example, to answer

query Q1, if I find that condition at one time snapshot tk is FALSE, I can decide that query

condition over any window w that covers tk is FALSE. I call tk the spoiler (time). I may
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Algorithm 5.1 Semantics-based Query Optimization for Query Q1 at time slice t0

1: Input: S, tuple/polygon r ∈ R, time slice t0

2: Output: Intersecting Condition for polygon r and Sr at time slice t0 (ICT (r, Sr, t0)?true :

false)

3: Compute r’s bounding box BB(r)

4: From original geo-stream S’s snapshot at time t0, find all the points P [i], i = 1 to n that

are inside BB(r)

5: for P [i] = P [1] to P [n] do

6: Compute P [i]’s Eps neighborhood NP [i], with center P [i] and radius Eps

7: Compute numP1 as number of points inside NP [i]

8: if numP1 ≥ MinPts, where MinPts is the minimum number of points to form a

region then

9: ICT (r, t0) = TRUE

10: Exit

11: else

12: for NP [i][j] = NP [i][1] to NP [i][numP1] do

13: Compute numP2 as number of points inside NP [i][j]

14: if numP2 ≥MinPts then

15: ICT (r, Sr, t0) = TRUE

16: Exit

17: end if

18: end for

19: end if

20: end for

21: ICT (r, Sr, t0) = FALSE

safely skip some time snapshots until the current window has passed the spoiler, as shown in
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Algorithm 5.2 Semantic based Query Processing over current window w

1: Input: S,R, w, ICT (r, Sr, t) function from Algorithm 5.1,t ∈∼ (D′ω);

2: Output: Answer to Query Q1, i,e., all tuples in R that intersect with Sr through the

window w.

3: for each retrieved tuple r from static relation R do

4: Let tc = NOW, Q denotes the circular queue that stores the value of ICT (r, Sr, t)

5: if tc − w ≤ 0 then

6: Q.append(ICT (r, Sr, tc))

7: Continue to next time slice

8: else

9: Q.append(ICT (r, Sr, tc)) //

10: //Q.removeLast is not needed because of the circular queue structure

11: end if

12: if Q is TRUE for all t ∈∼ (D′ω) then

13: Output r as query answer for query Q1

14: end if

15: end for

Figure 5.2. Note that in Figure 5.2, I continuously evaluate query conditions starting from

current time tc until I find time tk, at which the condition is FALSE.

tctc-w ts

FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE

skip next  ts -  (tc-w) slices

ts+a ts+a+w

Figure 5.2. Illustration of Incremental Optimization for Query Q1

The process of incremental optimization for query Q1 is formally given in Algorithm 5.3.
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Algorithm 5.3 Incremental Optimization for Query Q1 over current window w

1: Input: S,R, w, ICT (r, Sr, t) function from Algorithm 5.1,t ∈∼ (D′ω);

2: Output: Answer to Query Q1, i,e., all tuples in R that intersect with Sr through the

window w.

3: for all r ∈ R do

4: Let tc = Current Time, ts = 0 as spoiler time

5: if (tc − w) ≤ 0 then

6: //DO NOT retrieve tuple r

7: Exit

8: end if

9: Retrieve tuple r from R

10: for all t ∈∼ (D′ω) do

11: if ICT (r, Sr, t) == false then

12: ts = t

13: Exit

14: end if

15: end for

16: Output r as the query answer over current window w

17: end for

Note that in Algorithm 5.3 I keep spoiler ts associated with each tuple’s id in memory.

If the current window has not passed the ts, that tuple is not retrieved from the disk. Thus

I can save IO cost as well as computation cost (to test intersecting condition).

Please also note that in Query Q1, I assume the semantics of “intersect” is “intersect for

all the time slices”. However, I can easily adapt the definition of spoiler, as well as Algorithm

5.1 to 5.3 to support the semantics of “intersect for any one of the time slices”.
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5.5. Optimization for General Query Types

I have illustrated the optimization strategies using query Q1. To see that these approaches

are not ad-hoc, I need to identify type of queries that my optimization methods can be applied

to.

Observation 5.1. Incremental optimization can be applied to any spatial predicates.

Spatial predicates evaluate the relationship between spatial objects and return “true/false”

boolean results. Spatial predicates usually appear in the “WHERE” statement. OpenGIS

specification defines many spatial relationship functions that are predicates, such as Inter-

sect(s), Contain(s), Disjoint, Touch(es),Overlap(s), Cover(s),Within, Equal(s) etc. It is easy

to see that the incremental optimization strategies can be applied to any of these predicates.

The spoiler condition and Algorithm 5.3 can be easily adapted with minimum modification.

Observation 5.2. Semantics-based optimization can be applied to most spatial predicates

and some spatial measurement functions.

By examining the random sampling approach in processing Query Q1, I may notice that

semantics-based optimization can be extended to many other spatial predicates, such as In-

tersect(s), Contain(s), Disjoint, Touch(es),Overlap(s), Cover(s), Equal(s) etc. For example,

if I find a core/border point outside the static data set, I can optimize the queries to evaluate

Contain(s), Touch(es) or Equal(s) conditions similarly.

Spatial measurement functions evaluate certain properties of spatial objects (such as

distance, area etc.), and return floating values as the output. Spatial measurement functions

usually appear in the “SELECT” statement as aggregate functions. The semantics-based

optimization can be extended to these functions, but requires careful design of algorithms.

For example, to calculate the area of flooding in query Q2, I may use density and average

distance information of the points to get the approximate answers. Now the queue Q in

Algorithm 2 becomes a sequence of real numbers (instead of booleans), and an additional

step needs to be added to produce the aggregated result over current window w from Q. I
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plan to address my strategies systematically by examining EVERY OpenGIS defined spatial

predicates and spatial measurement functions in my future work.

5.6. Algebraic Cost Models

Given original geo-stream S(reading: sreal, extent: point) and static relation R(name:

string, extent: region), I assume that the number of points in S is ns, and the number of

tuples in R is nR. R is usually in a spatial database (on secondary storage). The number

of blocks of R is denoted as bR. Let the average selection ratio (as defined in WHERE

statement) is γa for S. I now compare the cost models of naive query processing method

and my query optimization methods w.r.t γa, in terms of in memory computation cost and

number of disk IO block transfers.

5.6.1. Cost of Naive Query Processing

A naive query processing method first aggregates and elevates set of points into regions at

each time slice. The cost of clustering and polygonization can be estimated as follows: One-

time data sorting and indexing is performed on all the points in S and requires O(ns log ns)

time. Then clustering is performed over the remaining γa × ns points. Depending on the

clustering algorithms used, the cost may be as high as O(γa × ns)
2 or as low as O(γa ×

ns) log (γa × ns). Let nb denote the number of border points found in the clustering process.

The polygonization process may have the cost of O(nb log nb) (which also depends on the

polygonization algorithm). Therefore the total cost of aggregation and elevation over window

w can be computed as follows:

C1
naive = O(ns log ns) + w × (O(γa × ns) log (γa × ns)

+nb log nb)(5.1)

The resultant streaming regions Sr(name: string, extent: sregion) can be joined with R.

To determine whether a polygon in Sr intersects a polygon in R, one may evaluate each

pair of edges from two polygons. Let eR denote the average number of edges of R’s each

polygon, and let eS denote the average number of edges of Sr’s each polygon. Then the cost
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of testing whether a pair of regions intersect is O(eR× eS). The overall computation cost for

Sr over window w, and the number of IO block transfers is dependent on query processing

strategies.

• Linear Scan Join In linear scan join, R only needs to be sequentially scanned once

for the current window. Therefore the number of IO block transfers will always be

bR. The number of polygons in Sr is approximately nb/eS, where nb is the number

of vertices and eS is number of edges. Assume φ percent of them actually intersect

bounding boxes of polygons in R. The cost of join can be computed as

C2
naive = w × φ× nb/eS × nR ×O(eR × eS)(5.2)

• Indexed Scan Join Using indexed scan join, I may use the bounding box for

each individual polygon in Sr to limit the number of potential tuples of R to be

retrieved. Assuming the average number of block transfers associated with one

bounding box is bR, the number of IO block transfers will be nb/eS × bR. One join

operation is performed for each retrieved tuple from R, therefore the cost of join

can be computed as

C3
naive = nb/eS × bR × nR/bR ×O(eR × eS)(5.3)

5.6.2. Cost of Semantics-based Optimization

My semantics-based query optimization has the same cost of sorting and indexing of the

points as naive query processing. The number of IO block transfers is the same as linear

scan join(bR). However, clustering and polygonization process is not necessary. Assuming

the percentage of points inside bounding boxes of polygons in R is γb, to find the core points

in the worst case requires O(γb × ns) log (γb × ns) time. The overall cost can be computed

as:

Csemantic = O(ns log ns) + w ×O(γb × ns) log (γb × ns))(5.4)
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Generally γb is a much smaller number than γa. Compared with C1
naive + C2

naive in linear

scan join or C1
naive + C3

naive in indexed scan join, it is not hard to see that computation cost

is substantially reduced.

5.6.3. Cost of Incremental Optimization

Assuming the average percentage of time slices skipped in incremental optimization is β,

the cost is further reduced to:

Cwindow = O(ns log ns) + β × w ×O(γb × ns) log (γb × ns))(5.5)

I may summarize above cost models with Table 5.2.

Table 5.2. Cost Model Comparison

Query Processing

Methods

Computation Cost Number of IO

Linear Scan Join O(ns log ns) + w × (O(γa ×

ns) log (γa × ns) + nb log nb) + w ×

φ× nb/eS × nR ×O(eR × eS)

bR

Indexed Scan Join O(ns log ns) + w × (O(γa ×

ns) log (γa × ns) +nb log nb) +nb/eS× bR×

nR/bR ×O(eR × eS)

bR × nb/eS

Semantic based Opti-

mization

O(ns log ns) +w×O(γb×ns) log (γb × ns)) bR

Incremental Opti-

mziation

O(ns log ns) + β × w × O(γb ×

ns) log (γb × ns))

bR

5.7. Experiments

In this section, I will present my experiment results to demonstrate the effectiveness and

efficiency of the proposed optimization strategies.
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5.7.1. Experiment Settings

The geo-stream data used in my experiments is a modified version of climate data archives

provided by University of Delaware Center for Climatic Research [93]. The archives contain

grid-based temperature and precipitation data with 0.5-degree latitude-longitude resolution.

Each grid may be considered a spatial point data type. I have chosen a subset of the

precipitation data that covers a spatial area across the United States. (Longitude: −120 ∼

−75 Latitude: 30 ∼ 50) and temporal period of year 1999. The stream is fed into the

memory with a schema of (precipitation: sreal, extent: point). Figure 5.3 shows the statistics

of original streaming precipitation data. Most points’ precipitation is within the range of

[0, 20]. The average precipitation is 54mm. For the static spatial relation, I use a table state

that contains all the states in the U.S.A. generated from a shape file provided with ESRI

ArcGIS software. It is easy to see that example query Q1 can be directly mapped to this
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Figure 5.3. Statistics of Original Geo-stream

dataset.

I measure both the (in memory) computation time and IO time (which is proportional

to the number of IO block transfers) for queries over window size w = 5. The results are

generated for different selection ratio γa to test the scalability of the methods. In measuring

the IO time, I use “LIMIT n” statement to simulate the memory buffer used to load the

static dataset. Typically the block size is 2KB − 4KB. Based on the size of the static

relation state, I set n = 1 to best simulate the size of one block, which means each time only

one tuple in the state relation is loaded into memory.
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5.7.2. Experimental Results

Effect of Semantics-based Optimization. Figure 6.8 shows the effect of semantics-
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Figure 5.4. Effect of Semantics-based Optimization on Query Q1

based optimization on IO time, computation time and total execution time over one sliding

window. The window covers 5 time slices (i.e. window size w = 5) instead of 2 time slices

as in Q1. The semantics is the same as query Q1. As demonstrated by Figure 6.8 (a), both

linear scan join and semantics-based optimization have stable IO time regardless of selection

ratio of S, while the IO time for indexed scan join is near linear to selection ratio. When

γa is high(50%), the IO time for indexed scan join is nearly 6 times of that of other two

methods. This can be explained by the fact that the static relation R is always scanned once

for the current window in the other two methods, while R may be scanned multiple times

in the indexed scan join depending on the number of regions in Sr.

Figure 6.8 (b), on the other hand, demonstrates the effect of semantics-based query

optimization on computation time for query Q1. As can be observed from the figure, the

semantics-based optimization can reduce the computation time substantially. When the

selection ratio is high, it can save more than an order of magnitude of computation cost.

The nice scalability of the optimization is due to the fact that clustering and polygonization

have high computation cost in the naive query processing.

From Figure 6.8 (a) and (b), I may also observe that IO time is a less dominant factor in

my experiments. Therefore the total execution time of semantics-based optimization is also
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significantly smaller than the naive query processing. As shown in Figure 6.8 (c), depending

on the selection ratio, the optimization can save the execution time by 2 to more than 10

times.

Effect of Incremental Optimization. To evaluate the effect of incremental optimiza-

tion, I perform the queries Q1 that covers 5 time slices for each window. I also let the

current window continuously slide until the current time moves 7 time snapshots ahead.

The semantics-based optimization has been built into both non-incremental and incremental

cases.

As shown by Figure 6.9 (a), incremental optimization can substantially reduce the IO

time. When selection ratio is relatively low, the IO time can be reduced more than 50%.

The incremental optimization can also improve computation efficiency on the basis of

semantics-based optimization. As shown in Figure 6.9 (b), the computation time can be

reduced by more than 5 times when selection ratio is low. The total execution time is also

significantly reduced by up to 5 times, shown in Figure 6.9 (c).

Combining semantics-based and incremental optimization, my strategy can reduce the

total execution time by more than an order of magnitude.
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Figure 5.5. Effect of Incremental Optimization
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5.8. Summary and Future Directions

This chapter focuses on operator level query optimization for Region By operator. I

proposed two query optimization strategies, namely semantics-based optimization and incre-

mental optimization for answering queries involving point geo-streams and static data set.

The experimental results on a streaming meteorological dataset demonstrate the effectiveness

and the efficiency of the query processing techniques.

Future Work. As an extension to this chapter, I plan to work on query processing

for different types of queries systematically. I also plan to extend my work to handle more

complicated queries involving multiple geo-streams and/or static spatial relations. One op-

portunity in multiple query optimization is to exploit the similarities of two queries in terms

of spatial coverage. If I can build a tree of the queries based on their spatial coverage, the

result for an intermediate query node may be computed from the results of its children query

nodes. Another possibility is to observe the moving models of the streaming regions and

perform pre-computation for future time slices when the query load is not at peak state.

Finally, as an integral part of the system, query processing on moving sensors will also be

addressed.
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CHAPTER 6

TEMPORAL-HASHING-BASED QUERY OPTIMIZATION

In Chapter 5, I have presented two query optimization strategies for Region By aggre-

gation operator. In this chapter I will discuss a novel optimization strategy for WNN/INN

operator introduced in Chapter 4.

Table 6.1 lists the common notations used for Chapter 6.

6.1. Problem Formulation and Preliminaries

I first review and illustrate the basic concepts of spoint, instant distance, window-based

distance and interval-based distance discussed in the previous chapters.

spoint. The spoint data type can be represented as in memory TUNIT function. For

now I assume the time units that associated with the TUNIT functions are non-negative

integers, and the function definition for each interval has a single point value that can be

represented as two dimensional (x, y) coordinates. Table 6.2 lists the value of querying

spoint ξq and queried spoint set ξ1 to ξ4 at each time unit. Please note that only the current

window of the values (highlighted in yellow) are stored in the in-memory circular queue data

structure. For example, assuming the current time is 3, and the window size be 3, i.e. Tc = 3

and size(ω) = ‖ω‖ = 3, or ω = [past 3]. The values in the circular queue representing

querying spoint ξq can be found in Table 6.2 as (< (1, 3), 1 >,< (0, 3), 2 >,< (1, 2), 3 >).

Subsequently, ξq becomes (< (0, 3), 2 >,< (1, 2), 3 >,< (2, 1), 4 >), and (< (1, 2), 3 >,<

(2, 1), 4 >,< (5, 3), 5 >) in the next two times units respectively.

The content in this chapter is partially reproduced from C. Zhang and Y. Huang, “Interval-Based Nearest

Neighbor Queries Over Sliding Windows from Trajectory Data”, 2009 Tenth International Conference on

Mobile Data Management: Systems, Services and Middleware, with permission from IEEE.
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Table 6.1. List of Common Notations for Chapter 6

Notation Meaning

ξq querying spoint data type.

ξi, i is an integer queried spoint data type.

Ξ Ξ = {ξ|ξ is spoint data type of window ω}

n = ‖Ξ‖ The cardinality of Ξ.

m Number of concurrent queries.

Tc Current system time.

ω WINDOW data type.

w = ‖ω‖ size of the ω.

s constant shift for shifted WNN.

τ = 〈v(vx, vy), tu, ψtu〉 Linear TUNIT function definition of spoint ξ consisting of a triplet of speed vector,

last function update time and last update value.

vt Speed vector at time t.

tu Last update time .

ψt = valat(ξ, t)) The value of ξ at time t.

V̄ξ The upper bound of the speed of spoint ξ.

V̄ξiξj V̄ξiξj = |V̄ξi |+ |V̄ξj | is the upper bound of the relative speed of two spoint data types

of ξi and ξj .

DT (ξ, ξc, ξq) Dormant time of ξ w.r.t ξc for query ξq.

f The average frequency of function update.

dist. The instant distance between ξq and ξ1 at time 0 is dist(ξq, ξ1, 0, 0) =
√

(2− 1)2 + (3− 4)2 =
√

2 if I use Euclidean distance metrics. Similarly, dist(ξq, ξ1, 3, 0) =
√

(1− 1)2 + (2− 4)2 =

2.

wdist. The window-based distance (wdist) between ξq and ξ1 at Tc = 3 is:

wdist(ξq[ω], ξ1[ω]) =
∫ 3

0
dist(ξq, ξ1, t, t)dt =

∫ 1

0
dist(ξq, ξ1, 1, 1)dt +

∫ 2

1
dist(ξq, ξ1, 2, 2)dt +∫ 3

2
dist(ξq, ξ1, 3, 3)dt = 1 +

√
10 +

√
10 = 7.32
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Table 6.2. Illustration of Basic Concepts - spoint

ID spoint represented as < (x, y), t >

ξq (< (2, 3), 0 >, < (1, 3), 1 >,< (0, 3), 2 >,< (1, 2), 3 > ,< (2, 1), 4 >,< (5, 3), 5 >)

ξ1 (< (1, 4), 0 >, < (2, 3), 1 >,< (3, 2), 2 >,< (4, 1), 3 > ,< (4, 3), 4 >,< (4, 5), 5 >)

ξ2 (< (5, 3), 0 >, < (6, 3), 1 >,< (7, 3), 2 >,< (5, 2), 3 > ,< (3, 1), 4 >,< (1, 0), 5 >)

ξ3 (< (2, 2), 0 >, < (2, 2), 1 >,< (2, 3), 2 >,< (2, 4), 3 > ,< (2, 5), 4 >,< (2, 6), 5 >)

ξ4 (< (1, 1), 0 >, < (2, 3), 1 >,< (3, 3), 2 >,< (2, 2), 3 > ,< (1, 1), 4 >,< (1, 0), 5 >)

Please note that in the above computation, I assume for any TUNIT function at time

interval (t, t+ 1] (left exclusive, right inclusive), the value of the dist function is a constant

dist(ξq, ξ1, t+ 1, t+ 1).

Similarly, I have:

wdist(ξq[ω], ξ2[ω]) = 5 + 7 + 4 = 16

wdist(ξq[ω], ξ3[ω]) =
√

2 + 2 +
√

5 = 5.65

wdist(ξq[ω], ξ4[ω]) = 1 + 3 + 1 = 5

wnn and k-wnn. Therefore the window-based nearest neighbor of ξq at time Tc = 3 is ξ4.

In other words, WNN(ξq, ξ4) = true at time Tc = 3. I can also easily see that 2−WNN of

ξq is {ξ3, ξ4}. When Tc moves forward to time unit 4 and 5, I may compute the wnn similarly,

which is still ξ4.

shifted wdist and shifted wnn. Now let s = 1 denote a constant shift from Tc. I have:

wdist(ξq[ω], ξ1[ω][shift 1]) =
∫ 3

0
dist(ξq, ξ1, t, t−1)dt =

∫ 1

0
dist(ξq, ξ1, 1, 0)dt+

∫ 2

1
dist(ξq, ξ1, 2, 1)dt+∫ 3

2
dist(ξq, ξ1, 3, 2)dt = 1 + 2 + 2 = 5

Similarly, I have:

wdist(ξq[ω], ξ2[ω][shift 1]) = 4 + 6 +
√

37 = 16.08

wdist(ξq[ω], ξ3[ω][shift 1]) =
√

2 +
√

5 +
√

2 = 5.06

wdist(ξq[ω], ξ4[ω][shift 1]) = 2 + 2 +
√

5 = 6.24

Therefore shifted wnn of ξq is ξ1, and shifted 2-wnn of ξq is {ξ1, ξ3}.

idist. By definition the idist between ξq and ξ1 at Tc = 3 is:
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Table 6.3. Illustration of Change-based Update Model

ID TUNIT function at time 0 1 2 3 4

ξq v(−1, 0), 0, (2, 3) v(1,−1), 2, (0, 3) v(3, 2), 4, (2, 1)

ξ1 v(1,−1), 0, (1, 4) v(0, 2), 3, (4, 1)

ξ2 v(1, 0), 0, (5, 3) v(−2,−1), 2, (7, 3)

ξ3 v(0, 0), 0, (2, 2) v(0, 1), 1, (2, 2)

ξ4 v(1, 2), 0, (1, 1) v(1, 0), 1, (2, 3) v(−1,−1), 2, (3, 3) v(0,−1), 4, (1, 1)

idist(ξq[ω], ξ1[ω]) =
∑3

1 dist(ξq, ξ1, t, t) = dist(ξq, ξ1, 1, 1)+dist(ξq, ξ1, 2, 2)+dist(ξq, ξ1, 3, 3) =

1 +
√

10 +
√

10 = 7.32

inn, k-inn and shifted inn. Given my assumptions of TUNIT function, idist is equal

to wdist. Therefore the result of inn, k-inn and shifted inn is the same as the wnn, k-wnn

and shifted wnn respectively. In the rest of the chapter, I will focus only on inn which is the

discrete approximation of wnn.

linear TUNIT function In Chapter 3 I have discussed that there are two basic update

models for STREAM data types, i.e., Constant Update Model (CU) and Change-based

Update Model (ChU). In the above examples, I assumed that the TUNIT function is a

constant and changes at every time unit. This is essentially a CU model. Now I extend this

model and illustrate the idea of linear TUNIT function using ChU model. The ChU model

can save both the memory cost and communication cost (for updating). I will focus on ChU

model in this chapter and linear ChU model in particular.

Table 6.3 gives an illustration of the linear TUNIT function under ChU model for the

spoint in Table 6.2. The TUNIT function is defined using a a triplet of speed vector, last

function update time and last update value in the form of τ = 〈v(vx, vy), Tu, ψtu〉. In speed

vector v(vx, vy), vx, vy are both of sreal types describing the spoint’s current speed in x and

y axis respectively (for two-dimensional space). tu and ψtu are the last time the TUNIT
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function changes and the value of spoint at that time respectively. Please note that because

of ChU model, I only show the triplet when a change to the TUNIT function happens.

Now the problem of processing and optimizing WNN/INN query (as proposed in Chapter

4) is to efficiently identify the INNs of given spoint from a data set of spoint in real time.

The rest of the chapter will focus on the optimization of the INN operator. More formally,

the problem is defined as the following:

Given: A querying spoint ξq of window ω, a queried data set of spoint Ξ = {ξ|ξ is spoint

data type of window ω}. a constant shift s of real data type (s ≥ 0), a value s of ulinteger

data type (k ≥ 1). Both ξq and ξ ∈ Ξ has the linear TUNIT function.

Find: The inn, k-inn or shifted k-inn of ξq continuously from Ξ.

Objective: Optimize the query execution in terms of computational and memory costs.

I now present algorithms for monitoring the spoint data set in real time to answer INN

queries. The challenge is to identify continuously the interval-based nearest neighbors with

one scan of the incoming spoint data under the constraint of limited memory. I assume a

more realistic Changed-based Update (ChU) model with linear TUNIT function. To begin

with, I will focus on inn queries and then discuss the extension to k-inn and shifted k-inn at

the end of this chapter.

6.2. Naive Query Processing Strategies

If I are given unlimited memory, I may use a naive query processing algorithm, i.e., the

Sequential Scan algorithm (SS). In SS algorithm, at each time unit T , I simply compute

the distance idist(ξq[ω], ξ[ω]) for each ξ ∈ Ξ and choose the ξ that minimizes this distance.

The SS approach can be extended easily to multiple INN queries. When the number of

queries is large, shared execution paradigm as introduced in [62] may be needed but is out

of the scope of this paper.
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However, in the SS approach, the computational cost is high and is at least O(n ·m ·w),

where n = ‖Ξ‖ is cardinality of queried dataset, m is the total number of concurrent queries,

and w = ‖ω‖ is the window size. Furthermore, the memory requirement for this simple

algorithm is prohibitive and is O(n·w) because of the circular queue. When using incremental

distance computation (as discussed shortly), additional memory space of O(m ·n) is required

to store the historical distances.

The SS algorithm is not computationally efficient because: 1) Distances over window ω

can be incrementally calculated if I store the historical distances. 2) For any ξq, practically

only a small subset of the ξ ∈ Ξ can be the candidates of ξq’s INN. Therefore a full scan

of Ξ is unnecessary. The SS algorithm is also memory prohibitive because the information

associated with every spoint is stored in the system, although only a subset of them is useful

to answer the current queries.

Based on above observations, I first propose the Lazy Update and incremental distance

computation mechanisms. Utilizing these mechanisms, the SS algorithm’s computational

cost can be substantially reduced. Then I explore the limits of the speeds of the spoint,

and use temporal hashing methods to reduce computational cost as well as memory space.

Finally I will extend an approach in [48] using Discrete Fourier Transformation and Z order

curve, and compare it with the temporal hashing algorithms experimentally.

6.3. Lazy Update and Incremental Distance Computation

As discussed in Chapter 3, my basic data structure to store spoint is a circular queue of

size w. For any spoint ξ, only sliding window of size w that ends at time Tc is meaningful

to queries issued by ξq in a regular INN query (or window of size w that ends at time

Tc − s for shifted INN). For concurrent queries with different window sizes, the size of the

circular queue has the size of the maximum window of all the queries. Since the query

window size can change dynamically over time, I allow circular queues to expand or shrink

according to w. This can be performed efficiently during the update stage by passing the

increment/decrement update requests to the underlying queue structure.
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Intuitively, at any given time Tc, the circular queue of ξ has the content of ((Tc − w +

1) → τTc−w+1, (Tc − w + 2) → τTc−w+2, ..., (Tc) → τTc). Under the ChU model, it would be

unnecessary to update the TUNIT function τ for each time unit. Therefore I propose the

following lazy update approach to update the CQ of a spoint ξ.

I only update ξ’s CQ when there is an update of function. Let tu represent the last

update time of ξ, and τu =< vu, tu, ψtu > denote the TUNIT function triplet. Now, at time

t, I receive another function update τ of ξ. I first update the next min(t − tu, w) slots of

the queue, and point the time units to τu. Then I update the stored function, and set tu to

t. In essence, I only need to update the CQ when there is a function change. This is useful

to avoid unnecessary CQ updates if ξ’s function does not change for a long time. The extra

cost is additional memory chunk to store ξ’s last update time tu.

An optimization can be performed to calculate the distance incrementally. In general, I

have:

valat(idist(ξq[ω], ξ[ω]), t) = valat(idist(ξq[ω], ξ[ω]), t− 1)

+dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)− dist(ξq, ξ, t− w, t− w)

(6.1)

I can easily compute dist(ξq, ξ, t, t) because the value of ξq and ξ at t can be computed through

the function triplet pointed to by latest CQ record. In other words, τt = τtu . Therefore I

only need to get the value of ξq and ξ at t − w. Because of lazy update, I need to find out

the location of t− w at ξq and ξ’s CQs in order to find τt−w.

Note that when t − tu ≥ w, I have τt−w = τtu . If 0 < t − tu < w, t − w is w − (t − tu)

back from the current queue record as shown in Figure 6.1. Therefore I can find the value

from the CQ.

When t = tu, the CQ has just been updated. In this case, I cannot know which function

τt−w is pointed to by the overwritten time unit t−w. Thus I need to store the last overwritten

function τ during the update process. Then I may compute the distances incrementally.

Example 6.1. (Incremental Distance Computation). In Table 6.3, at time t = 4, the

content of ξ2’s queue is a pointer to triplet τ4 =< v(−2,−1), 2, (7, 3) >. I have tu = 2,
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ttu

w

t-w=tu-(w-(t-tu))

Figure 6.1. Incremental Distance Calculation in ChU

vu = v(−2,−1), valat(ξ2, 2) = (7, 3). Assuming ω = [past 3], i.e., w = 3. The idist from ξq

to ξ2 at time 4 is valat(idist(ξq, ξ), 4) = valat(idist(ξq, ξ), 3)+dist(ξq, ξ, 4, 4)−dist(ξq, ξ, 1, 1).

valat(idist(ξq, ξ), 3) can be obtained from previous time unit and is 16. valat(ξ2, 4) = (7, 3)+

(4 − 2) · (−2,−1) = (3, 1). Similarly valat(ξq, 4) = (2, 1), and dist(ξq, ξ, 4, 4) = 1. Next,

since t− tu = 4− 2 = 2 < w = 3 for ξ2, I get τt−w = τ1 =< v(1, 0), 0, (5, 3) > from ξ2’s CQ.

Therefore valat(ξ2, 1) = (5, 3) + (1 − 0) · (1, 0) = (6, 3). Similarly, I get valat(ξq, 1) = (1, 3)

from ξq’s CQ. I therefore have dist(ξq, ξ, 1, 1) = 5. Finally valat(idist(ξq, ξ), 4) = 16+1−5 =

12.

6.4. Temporal Hashing Algorithm (TH)

I now design a method to hash both the querying and queried spoint into future time unit

slots where they may start to influence the result of the query in this section. With temporal

hashing, I only need to process spoint in one time slot (the current time slot) at a time. The

base rationale is that some queried spoint are too far away from the querying spoint and

will not be the INN for some time given the traveling speed limitations of “non-magical”

changing spoint.

Let V̄ξ denote the upper bound of the speed of ξ, and V̄ξiξj = |V̄ξi | + |V̄ξj | denote the

upper bound of the relative speed of two spoint data types of ξi and ξj. I will now use these

speed constraints to devise my temporal hashing algorithm.

Dormant Time. Let ξc denote a candidate interval-based nearest neighbor of ξq[ω]. Let

ξ denote another spoint. If ξ will not be closer to ξq than ξc for δt time starting from t, i.e.,
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∀t′, t ≤ t′ < t + δt, valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t
′) < valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t

′), I call δt the dormant time

DT (ξ, ξc, ξq) of ξ with respect to ξc for query ξq.

The dormant time allows us to put a spoint in a future time slot and ignore it during the

dormant time until it has the potential to be the INN of a query spoint. It can assume many

values. However, the larger the value is, the more savings I can get from hashing the spoint

to the time slot further into the future. I now look at how to find a large dormant time.

I first consider when δt ∈ (0, w). At time t, if I know the distance from ξq to ξ and in the

subsequent time instants t+δt, valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t+δt) can be calculated by adding the new

distances from t to t+ δt and subtracting the old distances from t−w to t−w+ δt. Because

of the maximal relative speed V̄ξqξ of ξq and ξ, at time t+ i for i ∈ [1, δt], dist(ξq, ξ, t+ i, t+ i)

cannot be less than max(0, dist(ξq, ξ, t, t) − i · V̄ξqξ). The lower bounder of the distance is

achieved when ξ and ξq head to each other from t to t + i until they meet. Furthermore, I

know max(0, dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)− i · V̄ξqξ) ≥ dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)− i · V̄ξqξ.

Similarly, at time t− w + i for i ∈ [1, δt], dist(ξq, ξ, t− w + i, t− w + i) cannot be more

than dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)+(w− i) · V̄ξqξ. This upper bound is achieved when ξ and ξq head directly

to each other from t−w+ i to t until they come to their positions valat(ξ, t) and valat(ξq, t)

at time t. Combining the pieces, I have:

valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t+ δt) ≥valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t)

+
∑
i∈[1,δt]

(dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)− i · V̄ξqξ)

−
∑
i∈[1,δt]

(dist(ξq, ξ, t, t) + (w − i) · V̄ξqξ)

=valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t)− w · δt · V̄ξqξ

(6.2)

Figure 6.2 (a) illustrates when the lower bound of valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t + δt) is achieved.

Using similar arguments of speed limits, I can find the upper bound of valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t+
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Figure 6.2. When δ ∈ (0, w) (a) Lower Bound of valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t + δt)

(b) Upper Bound of valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t+ δt)

δt) with the situation shown in Figure 6.2 (b).

valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t+ δt) ≤valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t)

+
∑
i∈[1,δt]

(dist(ξq, ξ, t, t) + i · V̄ξqξc)

−
∑
i∈[1,δt]

(dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)− (w − i) · V̄ξqξc)

=valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t) + w · δt · V̄ξqξc

(6.3)

From inequalities 6.2 and 6.3, I know that when:

valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t)− w · δt · V̄ξqξ ≥ valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t) + w · δt · V̄ξqξc

⇔δt ≤ valat(idist(ξq, ξ)− idist(ξq, ξc), t)
w · (V̄ξqξ + V̄ξqξc)

(6.4)

, I have valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t+ δt) ≥ valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t+ δt).

I choose DT (ξ, ξc, ξq) = min(w − 1, valat(idist(ξq ,ξ)−idist(ξq ,ξc),t)
w·(V̄ξqξ+V̄ξqξc )

) to be the dormant time for

now. When DT (ξ, ξc, ξq) = w − 1, I will continue to the following condition test where

δt ∈ [w,∞) to see if I can extend the dormant time further. Otherwise, the dormant time

obtained will be final. This is because when DT (ξ, ξc, ξq) < w − 1 I do not have sufficient

evidence that when δt ∈ (t + DT (ξ, ξc, ξq), t + w), ξ won’t be the INN of ξq. So I will have

to hash ξ to t+DT (ξ, ξc, ξq).
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Figure 6.3. When δ ∈ [w,∞) (a) Lower Bound of valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t + δt)

(b) Upper Bound of valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t+ δt)

Now I consider when δt ∈ [w,∞). Given valat(ξ, t) and valat(ξq, t), if ξ and ξq head

directly towards each other after time t until time t+ δt, then valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t+ δt) will

be minimal as shown in Figure 6.3 (a). At time t+ δt−w, the lower bound of dist(ξq, ξ, t+

δt− w, t + δt− w) is dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)− (δt− w) · V̄ξqξ. In the subsequent i time instant until

t + δt which consists of the current sliding window w from t + δt, the lower bound of the

distance is dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)− (δt− w) · V̄ξqξ − i · V̄ξqξ. Therefore I have:

valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t+ δt)

≥
∑
i∈(0,w]

(dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)− (δt− w) · V̄ξqξ − i · V̄ξqξ)

=w · (dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)− (δt− w) · V̄ξqξ)−
w(w + 1)

2
· V̄ξqξ

(6.5)

On the other hand, if ξc and ξq head directly opposite against each other after time t until

t+ δt as shown in Figure 6.3 (b), then valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t+ δt) will be maximal. Therefore

I have:

valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t+ δt)

≤
∑
i∈(0,w]

(dist(ξq, ξc, t, t) + (δt− w) · V̄ξqξc + i · V̄ξqξc)

=w · (dist(ξq, ξc, t, t) + (δt− w) · V̄ξqξc) +
w(w + 1)

2
· V̄ξqξc

(6.6)
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Combining the given condition of δt ∈ [w,∞) and inequalities 6.5 and 6.6, I know when:

w · (dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)− (δt− w) · V̄ξqξ)−
w(w + 1)

2
· V̄ξqξ ≥

w · (dist(ξq, ξc, t, t) + (δt− w) · V̄ξqξc) +
w(w + 1)

2
· V̄ξqξc

⇔δt ≤ dist(ξq, ξ, t, t)− dist(ξq, ξc, t, t)
V̄ξqξ + V̄ξqξc

+
w − 1

2

(6.7)

I have:

(6.8) valat(idist(ξq, ξ), t+ δt) ≥ valat(idist(ξq, ξc), t+ δt)

So, if w ≤ dist(ξq ,ξ,t,t)−dist(ξq ,ξc,t,t)
V̄ξqξ+V̄ξqξc

+w−1
2

which is equivalent to w ≤ 2· dist(ξq ,ξ,t,t)−dist(ξq ,ξc,t,t)
V̄ξqξ+V̄ξqξc

−

1, the dormant time of ξ will be DT (ξ, ξc, ξq) = dist(ξq ,ξ,t,t)−dist(ξq ,ξc,t,t)
V̄ξqξ+V̄ξqξc

+ w−1
2

. Otherwise, it

will keep the original value which is w − 1.

...
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... ...
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spoint directory

Figure 6.4. Illustration of Temporal Hashing

I now can hash a spoint ξ to a time slot DT (ξ, ξc, ξq) away from t in the future given an

existing INN ξc because I know ξq will not be closer to ξ than ξc any time earlier.

The temporal hashing algorithm works as follows and is formally given in Algorithm 6.1:

• At time t, I first process update as before. Then I retrieve the queried spoint ξ in

time slot t in the data structure as shown in Figure 6.4.
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• The ID of the spoint is hashed to the time slot DT (ξ, ξc, ξq) away from the current

slot t, where ξc is the INN from the previous time unit.

• At the same time, I check if any of them are the INN of ξq and update the INN of

ξq if needed.

Example 6.2. (Temporal Hashing). In Table 6.3, at t = 3, I already know from previous

examples that that ξ4 is the INN of ξq, i.e., ξc = ξ4, and valat(idist(ξq, ξ4), 3) = 5, now let’s

see how I can hash ξ1 and ξ2 into future time slots. Assuming V̄ξqξc = V̄ξqξ1 = 0.25, I have

min(w−1, valat(idist(ξq ,ξ1)−idist(ξq ,ξ4),3)

w·(V̄ξqξ4+V̄ξqξ1 )
) = min(3−1, 7.32−5

3∗(0.25+0.25)
) = 1.55. Since 1.55 < w−1 =

2, I have DT (ξ1, ξ4, ξq) = 1.55. Therefore ξ1 can be hashed to the time slot 3 + 2 = 5. Now

assume V̄ξqξ2 = 0.25, I have min(w−1, valat(idist(ξq ,ξ2)−idist(ξq ,ξ4),3)

w·(V̄ξqξ4+V̄ξqξ2 )
) = min(3−1, 16−5

3∗(0.25+0.25)
) =

w− 1 = 2. Next I find that dist(ξq ,ξ2,3,3)−dist(ξq ,ξ4,3,3)

V̄ξqξ4+V̄ξqξ2
+ (w− 1)/2 = 4−1

0.25+0.25
+ (3− 1)/2 = 7 >

w = 3, I have DT (ξ2, ξ4, ξq)=7. ξ2 can be hashed to new time slot 10.

For multiple queries, a spoint data will be hashed to the nearest dormant time of all the

queries and the spoint in the current time slot need to be checked against all queries.

The maximum size of the temporal hashing table is D/V̄ + (w − 1)/2 (the maximal

dormant time) where D is the largest distance between any two spoint in the space and V̄

is the upper bound of the relative speed between any two spoint.

In Algorithm 6.1, line 3-4 initialize the data structure and process the update. Lines 5-7

compute the distance incrementally to prepare finding first INN. Then lines 8-16 update the

INN and compute the hashing value for each queried spoint data based on the Equation 6.4

and 6.7.

I now discuss how to adapt the incremental nearest neighbor calculation as that used in

the SS algorithm. Please note that the historical distances may not be available for some

spoint in the temporal hashing table if they were not in the hash table of the previous time

stamp (so the distance computation is skipped). This will bring a problem to incremental

distance computation. To deal with this problem, I record the historical distance of each
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Algorithm 6.1 Temporal Hashing Algorithm (TH)

1: Input: query spoint ξq of window ω, a queried data set of spoint Ξ.

2: Output: INN of ξq from Ξ.

3: Initialize a temporal hashing table Th

4: Let t = Tc and update CQ of each data record

5: if t < w − 1 then

6: compute val(idist(xiq, xi), t) incrementally for all ξ ∈ Ξ

7: end if

8: if t ≥ w then

9: for all ξ ∈ Ξ do

10: Compute hash value δt according to Equation 6.4

11: if δt > w − 1 then

12: Compute hash value δt according to Equation 6.7

13: end if

14: Store historical distances and hash ξ to new t+ δt time slot

15: end for

16: Update INN as ξc and output INN.

17: end if

spoint and its associated timestamps whenever a spoint is in the table. Then incremental dis-

tance calculation is used whenever possible, i.e., when the historical distance of the previous

time snapshot exists.

The computational cost of the TH algorithm depends on how far I can hash the spoint

into the future. Since the TH algorithm considers the individual speed constraints of any

two spoint, it is likely to archive a tighter bound to filter out faraway spoint. The memory

consumption of the TH algorithm however, is even more than that in SS algorithm because

of the additional temporal hashing table.
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6.5. Temporal Hashing with Dropping Algorithm (THwD)

A deeper look at the above algorithm indicates that the memory consumption mainly

consists of memory required for historical distances and CQs, which has the size of O(n ·m)

and O(n · w) respectively. The temporal hashing table has a fixed size, and pointers to ids

of spoint consume relatively less space.

To reduce the memory used for historical distances, I may drop the historical distances of

spoint that are not used in finding the INNs. Similarly, to reduce the memory used for CQs,

I may remove the queues of spoint that are not useful in finding INNs. Now I investigate a

way to identify these unnecessary spoint.

Lemma. At time t, if DT (ξ, ξc, ξq) ≥ w, I can drop CQ of ξ and historical distances

associated with ξ without storing them in memory, given τtu for ξ is already in memory.

This condition is called the dropping condition for ξ with respect to ξq and ξc.

Proof. The proof is based on the fact that the function triplet τtu is only needed for w time

starting from t before it permanently expires (not participate in any window w query). �

In order to decide whether to drop the CQ of ξ or not, I need to check whether the

dropping condition is met with respect to ξc and ξq. I cannot check the condition during

update stage because the cost will be more than that in the SS algorithm. Instead, I perform

dropping during the rehashing process. I associate the storage of historical distances with

the CQ of each spoint ξ. If ξ is not hashed at current time slot, I do not need to update

the queue or historical distances (because they do not exist). Otherwise I update ξ in the

queue (and create a new queue if the queue does not exist). Meantime I also update/create

the historical distances from ξ to ξq. Note however, I still need to store ξ’s last reported

TUNIT function triplet and update time in case ξ does not update again for a long time.

The dormant time re-calculation and re-hashing are only performed for the spoint in the

current time slot.

The temporal hashing with dropping algorithm THwD can proceed as follows:
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• At any time t, for each function update from ξ, if ξ is hashed more than w − 1

away from t, then store the new function without further processing. Otherwise,

proceed to the next step.

• If ξ already has a CQ, write to the queue as in TH algorithm. Otherwise, create a

new queue for ξ with the first slot storing the value of ξ and leave the other slots

undefined. Meanwhile update ξ’s accumulated historical distance.

• Compute the INN of ξq from all the spoint in the current time slot t as shown in

Figure 6.5. At the same time, re-calculate the dormant time of ξ with respect to

ξq and ξc. Drop ξ ’s queue and the historical distances associated with ξ if the

dormant time is more than w − 1 away from t. Because of the dropping condition

just discussed, a spoint ξ is guaranteed to have all the values for the window w

from now for distance calculation and re-hashing. Update ξc with the new found

INN.

Example 6.3. (Temporal Hashing with Dropping). In Example 6.2, I already know that at

t = 3, if V̄ξqξ2 = 0.25, I find that DT (ξ2, ξc, ξq) = 7 > w − 1 = 2, therefore I hash ξ2 to

time 10. Meanwhile I can safely drop the CQ and the historical distances associated with

ξ2. Then for example, at t = 6, I receive a new function update from ξ2, I know that ξ2’s

next slot (i.e. 10) is still more than w − 1 = 2 away from current time. I only update ξ2’s

current TUNIT function triplet as well as tu without further processing. The same process

continues until time t = 8, although ξ2 is still not hashed at this time, I will need to store

the CQ and historical distances associated with ξ2 because they will soon be useful.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the idea of temporal hashing with dropping. Each spoint in the

temporal hashing table points to its own CQ, which may be empty (represented by ⊥). In

Figure 6.5, at time t−1, ξ2 meets the low cost dropping condition, thus is not in the temporal

hash and its CQ is deleted if existed. At time t, ξ2’s CQ is needed and therefore a new CQ

is created. At time t− 1, ξ3 does not meet the low cost dropping condition and is updated

to the right time slots.
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Figure 6.5. Illustration of Temporal Hashing with Dropping

In Algorithm 6.2, line 4 processes the update. Lines 5-17 determine the dropping con-

dition and dormant time. Lines 18-22 drop the CQ and the associated historical distances.

Please note that the computation of dormant time, distances and re-hashing in THwD is

similar to those of the TH algorithm. Therefore I omit these details in Algorithm 3.

Since I drop the unnecessary CQs from the memory, the memory space of the THwD

algorithm can always be substantially reduced. On the other hand, the computational cost

of the ThwD algorithm is not substantially higher than that of the TH algorithm because

allocating and free memory operations are relatively less expensive compared with distance

computation performed at each time unit.

6.5.1. IDC* Algorithm

The problem of INN search is closely related to streaming time series similarity search.

It is however, difficult to make a direct comparison as most approaches in time series as-

sume disk-based models and deal with univariate time series. In this section, I extend the

approach in [48] to support approximate INN queries. The work in [48] has similar dynamic

streaming settings as INN problem, and it is shown to have better performance than most

other approaches in the area.
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Algorithm 6.2 Temporal Hashing with Dropping Algorithm (THwD)

1: Input: query spoint ξq of window ω, a queried data set of spoint Ξ.

2: Output: INN of ξq from Ξ.

3: Initialize a temporal hashing table Th

4: Let t = Tc and update CQ of each data record

5: for all xi ∈ Ξ do

6: if t > w − 1 then

7: get Dormant Time DT (ξ, ξc, ξq)

8: if DT − t < w then

9: if CQ of ξ does not exist then

10: Initialize CQ for ξ

11: end if

12: Update CQ for ξ

13: else

14: Store the information of ξ at t

15: end if

16: end if

17: end for

18: for all ξ in Th do

19: if (DT (ξ, ξc, ξq) ≥ w then

20: Drop CQ of ξ and the historical distances associated with ξ.

21: end if

22: end for

In [48], the queue of sliding window size w is stored in the disk (as opposed to in memory

storage in my algorithm). To efficiently access these values, DFT transformation is used and

the DFT coefficients of each stream are inserted into the R* tree index. The stream and the

leaf nodes of the tree are doubly-linked. When the streams in the disk get updated, the DFT
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coefficients are also incrementally computed and updated. However, the R* tree only get

updated when the previous coefficients are too far away from the new ones. The querying

streams use the index structure to determine candidate streams. The link at the leaf nodes

are used to retrieve the candidates for post-processing. The false alarms are discarded from

the post-processing and the correct answers are returned. The details of incremental DFT

computation (IDC), deferred R* tree update policy, and R* tree data structure can be found

in [48] and are omitted here.

Note that spoint can be represented as a two-variable time series, which cannot be directly

passed to DFT transformation process. While there are a few work on multivariate time

series similarity search (such as [100]), the similarity measures in these work (such as Eros in

[100]) are computationally expensive, and are less applicable in dynamic streaming settings.

A spoint should be considered as a whole since there are often important correlations between

two coordinates (for example, when the object moves along a road segment). If I break the

spoint into two separate univariate time series and then aggregate over them, the correlations

will be lost.

The method I propose is to map spoint coordinates to one variable using space filling

curves, and then apply incremental Discrete Fourier Transformation as in [48]. Space filling

curves can preserve the locality of the original spoint, but do not guarantee that the two

spoint close to each other in the original space will also be close along the curve. Therefore

I can only get approximate nearest neighbor results. In fact, a number of work (such as

[50, 58]) has provided methods to use space filling curves for such queries with bounded

error. My purpose is therefore only focused on exploring the efficiency of the approach for

INN queries, but not the accuracy of final answers.

Figure 6.6 shows the architecture of the modified IDC* algorithm. I choose Z order curve

because the mapping can be very efficiently performed by interleaving the binary coordinate

values. The transformed Z values are passed to incremental DFT transformation as in [48].

Note that The leaf nodes of the R* tree link to each memory chunk of the location queue (that
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stores Z value as well) instead of the first page of the disk storage. The dropping optimization

cannot be applied to this approach because I cannot predetermine each spoint’s eligibility as

the candidate at any given time unit without computing the DFT value and updating the

index.

ξq

Querying spoint ξ1

ξ2

Queried spoint set

Figure 6.6. IDC*

6.6. Algebraic Cost Analysis

I now analyze the average memory requirements and computational cost (per time snap-

shot) of the proposed algorithms algebraically in this section. The cost analysis will be ex-

perimentally validated in the next section. Let n denote the cardinality of queried dataset,

m denote the number of concurrent running queries, w denote the maximum window size

for current time, and f denote the average frequency of function update.

6.6.1. SS Algorithm

For the SS algorithm, the CQ requires w · n memory. Historical distance needs O(m · n)

memory. Therefore the total memory requirement is O(n · (w + m)). The computational

cost includes the cost of processing function update O(f · n), the cost of compute distances

between each querying spoint and any of the queried spoint O(m·n·2) (assuming incremental

distance calculation is used). Therefore the overall computation cost is O(n·(f+2m)). Since

f is relatively very small, this value is close to O(m · n · 2).
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6.6.2. TH Algorithm

In the TH algorithm, the CQs and the history distances require almost the same memory

as that in the SS algorithm. Additionally, temporal hashing requires O(n · (w+m) +h1 +n)

memory, where h1 is the size of the temporal hashing table, i.e. D/V̄ + (w − 1)/2.

I use w1 to denote the effect of incremental distance calculations for each pair of query

spoint and queried spoint, and p1 to denote the average percentage of spoint hashed in current

time slot, the computational cost is O(n · f + n · p1 ·w1 ·m). I expect p1 to be a small value,

therefore the computational cost of the TH Algorithm can be significantly smaller than that

of the SS algorithm.

6.6.3. THwD Algorithm

Next I look at the THwD algorithm. Let q denote the average percentage of dropped

spoint, the memory cost can be reduced to O(n · q · (w +m) + h2 + n). Compared with the

SS algorithm, the memory saving is close to 1
q

times.

Meanwhile, the computational cost is close to the TH algorithm,i.e., O(n·f+n·p1 ·w1 ·m).

6.6.4. IDC* Algorithm

Finally I look at the IDC* algorithm. The memory cost includes the memory for CQ

and the R* tree index, which can be denoted as rR · n (rR depends on factors such as

branching factor etc). Although dropping optimization is not available, the total memory

cost is still better than that in the SS algorithm because historical distances are not required

for multiple queries (Only history DFT of each spoint needs to be stored). The computational

cost includes the cost of processing function update O(f ·n), the cost of compute IDC index

value for each trajectory O(n · 2), and the cost of index update. As demonstrated in the

experimental section, the main cost here is index update.

6.6.5. Effect of Parameters

Table 6.4 lists the algorithms’ space and time complexities. In general, when n, m, or

w increases, the memory space and the computational cost will all increase. The savings of
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Table 6.4. Algebraic Cost Models

Algorithm Memory Space Computation Cost

BF O(n · (w +m)) O(n · (f + 2m))

TH O(n · (w +m) + h1 + n) O(n · f + n · p1 · w1 ·m)

THwD O(n · q · (w +m) + h2 + n) O(n · f + n · p2 · w2 ·m)

IDC* O(rR · n+ n · (w + 1)) >> O(f · n+ n · 2)

the temporal hashing algorithms depend on the value of the dormant time. Since dormant

time is the smallest one among m queries, the increase of m will have adverse effect on

the performance of the temporal hashing. The reporting frequency will mainly affect the

update cost, which is a less significant factor in determining the memory and computational

complexity, especially when n and m are large. One of the parameters not shown in the table

is the speed bound of any two spoint. As shown later in my experiments, using individual

speed limits of the spoint, the pruning process is very effective. Finally, the IDC* method’s

memory space and performance is highly dependent on R* tree index.

6.7. Experimental Results

In this section, I present my experiment results to compare the memory consumption

and computational cost of my proposed algorithms. I will also show the percentage of spoint

pruned by TH. The spoint data used in my experiments is generated on a real road network

using the Network-based Generator of Moving Objects developed by Thomas Brinkhoff [17].

The number of spoint generated ranges from 10K to 100K. Each spoint contains 500 time

units, which results in 5M to 50M point locations in space. A sample distribution of the

spoint with 10 time stamps is shown in Figure 6.7.

I mainly evaluate the computational costs and memory consumptions of the four algo-

rithms with respect to: (1) the cardinality of queried spoint n, (2) the number of queries

m, (3) the sliding window size w, (4) function update frequency f , and (5) the effect of

speed bound V̄ respectively. As a special case of ChU model, the constant update model

is evaluated for f = 1. The detailed settings for each parameter are listed in Table 6.5.
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Figure 6.7. Sample Distribution of the spoint

In all the experiments, I choose queries randomly from all the spoint. The lazy update and

Table 6.5. Parameter Settings

n m w f V̄ (mph)

Effect of n 10k-100k 100-1k 10 0.3 30-160

Effect of m 100k 10-2k 10 0.3 30-160

Effect of w 100k 50 10-100 0.3 30-160

Effect of f 100k 1k 10 0.1-1 30-160

Effect of v 100k 1k 10 0.3 30-160

incremental distance computation are applied to each approach (including the SS algorithm).

The platform to execute the experiments is a dedicated dual-CPU Opteron system with 8G
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of RAM. It runs the latest Debian Linux and JDK version 1.5.0. The code is all written in

Java. Each experiment is executed three times and the results are averaged. [41]

6.7.1. Effect of the Cardinality of Queried Data Set n

I first evaluate the effect of cardinality of queried Data set n. I set n = 10K − 100K,

w = 10, m = 1% ∗ n, f = 0.3, and V̄ = 30− 160mph.
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Figure 6.8. Effect of Cardinality of Queried Data Set (n = 10k-100k, w = 10,

m = 100− 1k, f = 0.3, v = 30− 160mph)

As shown from Figure 6.8(a), the memory consumptions are proportional to the car-

dinality of queried data set for algorithms. The TH algorithm have the similar memory

consumption as the SS algorithm. The IDC* algorithm can save more than twice of the

memory, and the ThwD can save nearly an order of magnitude of memory for 10k size of

queried data set. On the other hand, Figure 6.8(b) shows that the TH and THwD algorithms

are superior in terms of computational cost, which is again nearly more than one order of

magnitude of saving compared with the SS algorithm, and nearly 6 times better than the

IDC* algorithm. The pruning percentages in Figure 6.8(c) indicate that n does not have

significant effect on pruning. The temporal hashing’s pruning percentage is about 95%.
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Figure 6.9. Effect of Number of Queries (n = 100k, w = 50, m = 10 − 2k,

f = 0.3, V̄ = 30− 160 mph)

6.7.2. Effect of Number of Queries

Next I evaluate the impact of the number of CINN queries concurrently posted to the

system. The numbers are reported when N = 100K, w = 10, V̄ = 0 − 160 mph, f = 0.3,

and m = 10− 2K. As demonstrated by Figure 6.9, the effect of m on memory consumption

and computation cost of the SS is similar to that of n. For TH and ThWD algorithm, the

performance will generally degrade as the m increases because the dormant time is based on

the smallest of all the queries. As 6.9 (a) shows, the IDC* algorithm is superior in memory

cost when m is very large because m will not have an effect on index size. However, when

m = 2k (2% concurrent queries), the memory and computation savings are still close to an

order of magnitude for the THWD algorithm compared with SS algorithm. Its computation

saving is about 5 times compared with the IDC* algorithm. The pruning percentage slightly

decreases as m increases, but still around 90%.

6.7.3. Effect of Maximum Window Size

I now evaluate the effect when sliding window size changes. I set n = 100K, m = 50,

V̄ = 30− 160 mph, f = 0.3 and w = 10− 100. The effect of window sizes is shown in Figure

6.10. It is clear that although the performance of each algorithm degrades as w increases,

Figures in this section are partially reproduced with permission granted by Springer.
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Figure 6.10. Effect of Maximum Window Size (n = 100k, w = 10 − 100,

m = 50, f = 0.3, V̄ = 30− 160 mph)

the THwD algorithm is more scalable in both memory space and computation cost. Note

that in 6.10(b), when window size is large, the IDC* algorithm will perform nearly the same

as the SS algorithm. The temporal hashing can still have near to 70% of pruning percentage

even w is large.

6.7.4. Effect of Report Frequency
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Figure 6.11. Effect of Report Frequency (n = 100k, w = 10, m = 1k,

f = 0.1− 1, V̄ = 30− 160 mph)

Next I evaluate the impact of the report frequency. I set n = 100K, m = 1K, V̄ = 30−160

mph,f = 0.1 − 1 and w = 10. As shown by Figure 6.11(a), the report ratio has nearly no

effect to the required memory space for the SS, IDC* and the TH algorithm. However,
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the space required for THwD increases as more update comes. This is because when spoint

moves more frequently, INN is more likely to switch to different spoint across many units.

Consequently less dropping can be performed. However, even under f = 1 (i.e. CU model),

the THwD algorithm can still save nearly 8 times of computation cost, and the pruning

percentage is close to 80%, as demonstrated by Figure 6.11(b) and (c).

6.7.5. Effect of Maximum Speed

Finally I evaluate the effect of the upper bound of relative speed of any moving objects.

I use individual speed constraints in my approach. Therefore the larger the maximum speed,

the more heterogeneous the speed distribution is. Now I set n = 100k, m = 1k, V̄ = 30−160,

f = 0.3 and w = 10. Figure 6.12 shows that, regardless of maximum speed of any moving
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Figure 6.12. Effect of Maximum Speed (n = 100k, w = 10, m = 1k, f = 0.3,

V̄ = 30− 160 mph)

objects, the ThWD algorithm can perform almost equally well in terms of memory and

computational costs. On the other hand, the computational cost of IDC* algorithm is less

scalable to the speed constraints.

6.8. Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, I extend the discussion of WNN/INN operator in Chapter 4 to the do-

main of query optimization, and propose temporal-hashing-based query optimization strate-

gies. The proposed methods can reduce both computational cost and memory needed for
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computation. I also extend an approach in time series similarity search using Z order curves

and DFT transformation.

I only discussed the query optimization for normal INN operator. However, I may extend

my algorithms to find k-INN and shifted-INN. For k-INN problem, I only need to relax the

candidate spoint to the k-INN of query ξq, the rest of the process almost remains the same.

For INNs with a constant shift s, I need to employ the conversion between TUNIT and UNIT

functions.

Future Work: A more general yet difficult extension is to find INN with an unknown

shift. The problem may need to employ some heuristic and require the summary of histor-

ical data, which will be addressed in my future work. Another issue is that my proposed

temporal-hashing algorithms are designed based on single query at the operator level. The

experiments show that the algorithm is in general scalable to multiple queries under cer-

tain speed constraints. However, Multi-query optimization based on shared spatial-temporal

information of all the queries remain an interesting problem for further investigation.
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CHAPTER 7

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

In this chapter, I report my experience towards designing and implementation of a proto-

type system for data-type-based geospatial data stream management system. The prototype

provides a foundation toward building a full-fledged system, and serves as a generic platform

to evaluate various query processing and optimization algorithms in the system. Since my

system is data-type-based, it is natural to build the prototype on existing data-type-based

spatio-temporal database system.

7.1. System Architecture

I set out to build a query engine that not only supports the execution of continuous

queries on geo-stream data but also supports non-streaming queries on traditional data

types. I decided to build my system as a module in SECONDO. Thus most of the native

BASE, SPATIAL, TEMPORAL data types, and a rich variety of operators in SECONDO

can be reused.

Figure 7.1. Prototype System Architecture

Figure 7.1 shows the architecture of my prototype query engine and its coupling with

the SECONDO system. SECONDO uses a data-type-based approach to implement the data
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models (base, spatial, relational etc.). Data types and associated operators are encapsulated

as separate modular algebras, and implemented in the kernel to provide basic query process-

ing. On top of that is the optimizer that supports conjunctive query optimization. The GUI

at the top layer provides visualization functionalities.

My geo-stream query engine mainly consists of three components: geo-stream algebra, a

standalone parser, and a web-based user interface. To facilitate the feeding from streaming

data sources, an additional component (not shown in the figure) receives data from the

source and sends data to the query engine with adjustable rates.

Geo-stream Algebra. A new algebra called Geo-stream Algebra is added to the SEC-

ONDO kernel to support streaming spatial data types, as well as streaming base types

to ensure the closure of the system. Streaming points, lines, and regions are all modeled

as 2-dimensional spatial objects whose spatial extents may change dynamically over time.

Each newly constructed streaming data type is assigned an ID associated with a circular

in-memory buffer (CQ) that contains the recent information of this data type. The size of

the buffer is determined by the given sliding-window size, and can be dynamically changed.

In the geo-stream algebra, existing operators and functions that work on base and spatial

data types are overloaded with streaming versions. For example, the centroid operator

used to get the centroid of a region as a point data type can now be applied to a sregion

and return a spoint. I also provided new window operators to convert traditional data types

into streaming ones, or to change the window size of a streaming data type. Additionally,

as discussed in Chapter 4, I introduced a new elevation operator Region By to allow

point-based simple observations (such as temperature readings reported from sensors) to be

collectively processed, and elevated into higher level streaming spatial extents (such as hot

zones represented by sregion).

Standalone Parser. SECONDO’s kernel only accepts queries with special syntax. To

support SQL-like query without modifying the core optimizer, I implement a standalone
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parser. The parser is tightly integrated with front-end GUI and can interact with both

geo-stream and non-stream algebras.

Web-based GUI. Compared with a desktop-based interface, web-based GUI is more

accessible. However, dynamic visualization of streaming data is challenging using a web

interface. In my system, I use AJAX technology to support asynchronous rendering of

streaming contents on a map interface. The GUI can accept SQL queries from the web form

and pass the queries to the parser. The streaming results returned are then dynamically

visualized.

7.2. Prototype System Details

The paradigm of stream processing is to execute continuous queries and refresh the results

dynamically. In my system, a user may specify the starting and ending time of a SQL query,

as well as the size of the sliding window. When a user query is submitted to the query engine,

this information is extracted and used for query processing and multi-query scheduling.

A query usually specifies several streaming/non-streaming data types as the data sources,

the operators and/or aggregate functions that need to be executed, and predicates that need

to be evaluated against the data sources. Each query is assigned an ID that is associated with

the data sources, and a buffer to store query results. Whenever a data source gets updated,

all the queries related to that data source will also be reevaluated, and the result buffer

is updated. The process may involve the creation and updating of intermediate streaming

data types that only exist during the query’s life cycle. When a query ends, its ID and any

intermediate results will be cleared from the system.

When a query involves a join operation performed on a traditional data type (e.g. spatial

regions), the index built on these data types (e.g. R-Tree) may be utilized to speed up

the query. Depending on the characteristics of the data source and the semantics of the

query, other query optimization strategies may also be used and they are currently under

development.
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For evaluation purpose, I build a benchmark dataset to simulate the monitoring scenario

for flood monitoring and alerting: A large scale sensor network is deployed to monitor water

levels. The selected sensors with water level higher than a threshold can form a flooding

zone. Together with house, road information etc., flooding zones are helpful to send warnings

or make evacuation plans.

On the backend, the sensor observations are stored in a relation with point and sreal

attributes. The house and road information are stored in other relations that contain spatial

region or line data types. The flooding zones are generated from the point-based observations

with elevation operators using threshold specified in the query predicate.

Figure 7.2. Prototype System Web Interface

Using the web interface shown in Figure 7.2, a user may specify a query to generate con-

tinuously moving/evolving flooding zones, and view them dynamically on the web interface.

With streaming flooding zone and house information, more queries can be executed. Some

indicative operations include:

• Alert house owners whose houses are within 10 miles of the flooding zone waterfront.

• Find impacted region by computing the flood traversed area.

• List road segments that are completely under water during the past 24 hours.
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CHAPTER 8

RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This Ph.D. research focuses on designing of fundamental building blocks toward a geospa-

tial data stream management system. Following a data-type-based approach, I have designed

and evaluated abstract and discrete streaming data types, important geo-stream operations,

as well as query optimization strategies tightly coupled with the data types and operations.

The experimental results confirmed the effectiveness of the system and the efficiency of the

proposed query processing methods.

8.1. Research Achievements

The research in this dissertation has followed three major branches, including the design

of general geo-stream data models, important geo-stream operators and operator level query

optimization.

8.1.1. Design of Geo-Stream Data Models

Abstract Geo-Stream Data Types and Operations. On top of existing BASE,

SPATIAL and TEMPORAL data types, I defined two new geo-stream data types, namely,

WINDOW and STREAM. The WINDOW types include past, unbounded, now, and shifted

window semantics, which can produce STREAM types from any BASE or SPATIAL types.

I also propose general geo-stream operations, such as windowing and shifting operations,

projection operations to domain and range, interaction operations with point and point

sets, as well as many generic operations lifted from non-streaming domain. The language

embeddings are also discussed in detail.

Discrete Geo-Stream Data Models. The discrete geo-stream models define the im-

plementation specification of the proposed abstract data types and operations. Specifically,

I define TUNIT functions for in-memory representation of the STREAM data types, which
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can be converted to TEMPORAL UNIT data types through IO operations. I also propose

ChU update models to replace CU model in order to save computation and memory cost. I

further propose CQ data structure as the building blocks for the STREAM data types.

8.1.2. Design of Fundamental Geo-Stream Operators

Region By Aggregation Operator. I abstract the piratical need of elevating point-

based sensor observations into region-based spatio-temporal phenomena, and propose a novel

Region By aggregation operator. I defined the abstract semantics of the operator on SPA-

TIAL, TEMPORAL and STREAM data types, as well as the language embeddings. I further

proposed the discrete data structure and query processing algorithm based on clustering and

Delaunay Triangulation.

WNN Operator. I propose a novel nearest neighbor metric for stream point called

WNN. The operator’s abstract semantics is clearly defined for both k-INN and shifted INN.

I also illustrate the language embeddings of the WNN operator. The discrete approximation

of WNN operator is achieved through the INN operator.

8.1.3. Operator Level Query Optimization

Semantics-based Query Optimization. To address the challenges in processing Re-

gion By operators, I propose an adaptive Semantics-based Optimization strategy at the

operator level. I demonstrated how the strategy can be applied to generic query types, and

provided experimental validation of the strategy using a real streaming dataset.

Incremental Query Optimization. I also propose incremental optimization strate-

gies for any queries on the sliding window. The incremental optimization method can be

combined with semantics-based method to further reduce the query processing cost.

Temporal-Hashing-based Query Optimization. To address the challenges in pro-

cessing WNN operators, I proposed temporal-hashing-based optimization strategy to save

computation cost. I further proposed temporal hashing with dropping algorithm to save

memory cost. I provided the equation of dormant time using individual speed constraints to

find the hashing location in the temporal hashing table. I also experimentally validated the
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query optimization strategies against a baseline algorithm in time series similarity search.

The results show the efficiency and scalability of temporal hashing optimization methods.

Table 8.1 shows the outputs for each branch of the research topics.

Table 8.1. Research Topics and Outputs

Research Topics Outputs

Design of Geo-Stream Data Models

Abstract geo-stream data types and operations GIScience 08’

Language Embeddings GIScience 08’

Discrete data models and data structures To be submitted to a journal

Design of Fundamental Geo-Stream Operators

Region By Operator ACMGIS 07’, MDM 10’

WNN Operator MDM 09’

Query Optimization

Semantics-based Query Optimization IWGS 10’

Incremental Query Optimization IWGS 10’

Temporal-Hashing-based Query Optimization MDM 09’, submitted to journal of TKDE

8.2. Future Directions

In this dissertation, I have discussed the future work at the end of each main chapter. The

research work presented here provides the fundamental blocks toward building a full-fledged

geospatial data stream management system. However, geospatial DSMS is a relatively new

area. There are many interesting and challenging issues for further investigation.

From the perspective of geo-stream data models, Tuple-based WINDOW semantics can

be included. Together with Time-based WINDOW, they can express many complicated geo-

stream related queries. The operator of Region By can be extended to generic aggregation

operator Aggregate By for a variety of geospatial extents. The query optimization I discussed
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in this dissertation is still at the operator level. Higher level optimization strategies espe-

cially multi-query optimization has many potential opportunities in the geo-stream settings.

Finally, the full-fledged system should also include a set of benchmark data set and queries

for evaluation purpose.
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